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COMI COMITY" INTERNATIONAL
STAN%AR%I1ATION O0 COMI 0ACTORS
NEE%E% TO AVOI% INCONSISTENT
APPLICATION WIT.IN CROSS$BOR%ER
INSOLVENCY CASES
2VJQp OMV:Q& QJ6:=l5m6Q=J &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&"
QQ& npmOT:=5Jl &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
p& m=LQ lVUQJQ6Q=J 3Q6SQJ 6SV 5JmQ6:pM L=lVM Mp3
pJl Vm :VT5Mp6Q=J &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
n& 5&8& 86p656=: pJl mp8V Mp3 lVUQJQ6Q=J8 =U
m=LQ&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
& 8\\[\a^C l~{c{\{ac a~ m=LQ &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
& m=LQ U\a^] E{\|{c 5&8& m] ME&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
& m] ME 5]{c} 6d`a^x{\C pcxC]{] \a
l\^d{c m=LQ&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
& m] ME :xC{c} ac UxD{{x{\C a~ m|`\^  \a
T{Z ma[^\] La^ p[\acadC &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
m& V5:=<VpJ 86p656=: pJl mp8V Mp3 lVUQJQ6Q=J8 =U
m=LQ&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
& My a~ 8\\[\a^C l~{c{\{ac a~ m=LQ &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
& V[^a`c m] ME l~{c{\{ac a~ m=LQ&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
l& QJm=J8Q86VJ6 m=LQ lVUQJQ6Q=J Q885V8 &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
QQQ& pJpM8Q8 &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
p& V5:=<VpJ mp8V Mp3 3QMM nVJVUQ6 U:=L 6SV :Vmp86
- 2c{ Ox^ {]  [^^c\ M \ pd^{c 5c{Z^]{\C 3]|{c}\ac maxx} a~ ME&
8| Ea[x x{y \a \|cy <^a~]]a^ Occ\| pc^]ac ~a^ |{] {c]{}|\~[x }[{c c
\a :a^\ L^]\^] ~a^ `^aZ{{c}  cE ^ a~ xE \a {]aZ^& 8`{x \|cy] \a |^
~d{xC c |^ ~{c( L{|x S^ZC( ~a^ `^aZ{{c} xaZ c ][``a^\ \|^a[}| \|
^[a[] `^a]] c dcC \|cy] \a \| V{\a^{x na^ a~ pd^{c 5c{Z^]{\C
Qc\^c\{acx ME :Z{E ~a^ xx \|{^ |^ Ea^y \a dy \|{] addc\ `[x{]|x&
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:VT5Mp6Q=J 6= :Vl5mV U=:5L 8S=<<QJT &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
& 6| :]\ :}[x\{ac p] 3{}|\ \a \| U\a^ a~
m^{\a^ <^`\{ac E|c l\^d{c{c} m=LQ c
\|{] 3a[x :[ Ua^[d 8|a``{c}&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&"
& 6| :]\ :}[x\{ac?] 8`{~{ 6{dx{c ~a^ E|c
\a mac]{^  l\a^?] m=LQ Sx`] :[ Ua^[d
8|a``{c}&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
n& pJpMQJT 5&8& mp8V Mp3 58QJT 6SV :Vmp86
:VT5Mp6Q=J 3=5Ml SVM< 86:VpLMQJV QJ8=M4VJm
mp8V8 &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
& 6| :]\ :}[x\{ac ma{~{] 6|{^ <^\C
pycaEx}dc\ c m^{\a^ <^`\{ac E|{|
la] Ja\ VD{]\ {c 5&8& 8\\[\a^C ME&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
& 5&8& ME My] \| :]\ :}[x\{ac?] p{x{\C \a
:[ Ua^[d 8|a``{c} E{\|a[\ ma{~{
6{dx{c] &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
Q4& :Vm=LLVJlp6Q=J8 &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
p& 6SV 5JmQ6:pM L=lVM Mp3 JVVl8 6= m=J8=MQlp6V
T5QlVMQJV8 pJl U=MM=3 6SV :Vmp86 :VT5Mp6Q=J&&
n& 6SV 5JmQ6:pM L=lVM Mp3 JVVl8 6= 5<lp6V Q68
Upm6=:8 6= QJmM5lV 8<VmQUQm 6QLVMQJV8 U=:
pJpMQJT m=LQ&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
m& QJlQ4Ql5pM m=5J6:QV8 8S=5Ml 5<lp6V 6SVQ: Mp38 6=
m:Vp6V p m=L<:VSVJ8Q4V MQ86 =U m=LQ Upm6=:8 &&
4& m=JmM58Q=J &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&

Q& QJ6:=l5m6Q=J
3{\| {c^]{c} }xax{A\{ac( ad`c{] ac\{c[ \a D`c \|{^
[]{c]]] a[\]{ a~ \|{^ |ad ]\\] {c\a ~a^{}c d^y\]& 3|c
[]{c]]] a`^\{c} {c \|] ~a^{}c xa\{ac] ad ~{cc{xxC
{c]axZc\( ^a]]'a^^ {c]axZcC xE] d[]\  [] \a ^}[x\ \|
{c]axZcC `^a]] ]a \| ad`c{]? ]]\] c \] xa\ {c

. See mac]\c\{c V& <]]^{]( The Business of Globalization and the
Globalization of Business(
P& m=L<& QJ6?M LTL6& (  0""/ 0{][]]{c}
}xax{A\{ac c \| Zxa`dc\ a~ }xax a^`a^\{ac]/&
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]`^\ z[^{]{\{ac] c  {Z{ ``^a`^{\xC& p ad`cC
ad] {c]axZc\( a^ [cx \a `C {\] \]( {~ W{\ {\|^ a] ca\ |Z
ca[}| ]]\] \a aZ^ {\] \] 0{&& \| Zx[ a~ \| ad`cC?]
]]\] {] x]] \|c \| da[c\ a~ {\] x{{x{\{]/( a^ {~ {\ {] [cx \a
`C {\] \] ] \|C ~xx [&B 3|c  \a^ |] ]]\] a^ x{{x{\{]
{c da^ \|c ac ]\\( a^ {~ \| \a^ {] }c^xxC ][z\ \a \|
z[^{]{\{ac a~ a[^\] ~^ad \Ea a^ da^ ]\\]( ^a]]'a^^ {c]axZcC
a[^]& Qc]axZcC xE {] [c{_[xC \]y E{\| xc{c} {c\^]\] a~
^{\a^] E{\|  ad`cC?] ]|^|ax^] c []\ad^]( c \| `[x{
acad{ {c\^]\ a~ x{_[{\{c}  `a\c\{xxC Z{x ad`cC& 6|
{c]axZcC `^\{\{ac^ c][^] xx ^{\a^] ^ \^\ ~{^xC c
_[xxC( `^a`a^\{ac\ \a \|{^ x{d] [^{c} \| {c]axZcC
`^a[^&
m[^^c\xC( \Ea ~^dEa^y] D{]\ \a ]\^[\[^ {c]axZcC xE](
^\{c} }[{x{c] ~a^ a[c\^{] \a ~axxaE E|c \^d{c{c} E|{|
a[c\^C |] \| d{c {c]axZcC `^a{c} {c  ^a]]'a^^
{c]axZcC ]& 6|] ~^dEa^y] ^ \| 5c{\ J\{ac]
madd{]]{ac ac Qc\^c\{acx 6^ ME Lax ME ac m^a]]'na^^
Qc]axZcC 05JmQ6:pM Lax ME/ c \| V[^a`c ma[c{x
:}[x\{ac ac Qc]axZcC <^a{c}] 0Vm :}[x\{ac/&
6| 5JmQ6:pM Lax ME E] a`\ ac LC "( 

( \a

. See :~, Lya( Cross-border Insolvency Law in the EU( MQn:p: V5:&
<p:MQpLVJ6 (  0U& ( "/( |\\`$$EEE&[^a`^x&[^a`&[$:}l\$
{x{a\|_[$^{~{c}$"$"$MlLn:Qe"e ":V4VJ&`
~ 0D`x{c{c} \|\ ^a]]'a^^ {c]axZcC ^}[x\{ac {] c]]^C E|c ad`c{]
a`^\{c} {c d[x\{`x 8\\] ad {c]axZc\ [] \|{^ ]]\] c \a^] ^
xa\ ^a]] z[^{]{\{ac]/&
. Understanding Insolvency( : (  0=\& ""/( |\\`]$$EEE&^&a^}&[y$
d{$a[dc\]$`[x{\{ac]$`[x{$5c^]\c{c}{c]axZcC'=\a^
""&`~&
& Lya( supra ca\ ( \ &
. Id.
. See Understanding Insolvency( supra ca\ ( \ &
. See generally 5&J& m=LL?J =J QJ6?M 6:plV Mp3( 5JmQ6:pM L=lVM
Mp3 =J m:=88'n=:lV: QJ8=M4VJm 3Q6S T5QlV 6= VJpm6LVJ6 pJl
QJ6V:<:V6p6Q=J( 5&J& 8x] Ja& V&&4& 0"/( |\\`$$EEE&[c{\^x&a^}$
`~$c}x{]|$\D\]${c]axZc$ 'Lax'ME'Qc]ax'"'T[{'Vc\dc\'&`~
|^{c~\^ 5JmQ6:pM L=lVM Mp3w ma[c{x :}[x\{ac $"""( """ =&P&
0M "/  0Vm/ |^{c~\^ EC Regulation&
. See 5JmQ6:pM L=lVM Mp3( supra ca\ ( \ w see generally EC
Regulation( supra ca\ &
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`^aZ{ d|c{]d] ~a^ ]\\] \a ~~\{ZxC z[{\ ^a]]'a^^
{c]axZcC ]]& 6| az\{Z a~ \| 5JmQ6:pM Lax ME
{cx[ `^aZ{{c} aa`^\{ac \Ec \| a[^\] a~ ~a^{}c ]\\] c
^\{c} }^\^ x}x ^\{c\C c `^a\\{ac ~a^ []{c]]]&"
m[^^c\xC( ~a^\C'\|^ ]\\] |Z ^\ x}{]x\{ac ] [`ac \|
5JmQ6:pM Lax ME( {cx[{c} ]{}c{~{c\ acad{] c x^]
a~ ^a]]'a^^ \^ \| 5c{\ 8\\]( 5c{\ O{c}ad( P`c(
p[]\^x{( c mc&
Ua^ \| V[^a`c 5c{ac( \| Vm :}[x\{ac(  ]`^\ }[{x{c
^}^{c} {c]axZcC `^a{c}] dac} V[^a`c 5c{ac Ld^
8\\]( E] ^\ ac LC  ( """( c d {c\a ~~\ ac LC (
""& M{y \| 5JmQ6:pM Lax ME( \| Vm :}[x\{ac ~a[]]
ac ^\{c}  ~^dEa^y ~a^ {c]axZcC `^a{c}]( xxaE{c}
aa`^\{ac \Ec dd^ ]\\]& :c\xC(  ^]\ a~ \| Vm
:}[x\{ac 0:]\ :}[x\{ac/ E] ^\ ac LC "( "( c
d {c\a ~~\ ac P[c ( "( x\|a[}| \|^ |Z ca\ c ]]
\|\ |Z [] \| :]\ :}[x\{ac C\&
6| V[^a`c 5c{ac ^\ \| :]\ :}[x\{ac \a ~{xx {c  }`
E|^ a[^\] ~a[c \| da]\ ac\c\{ac {{c} E|^ \| ~a^{}c
d{c {c]axZcC `^a{c} Ea[x \y `x& l\^d{c{c}
z[^{]{\{ac a~  ~a^{}c d{c {c]axZcC `^a{c} ^x{] ac \|
\a^?] Wc\^ a~ d{c {c\^]\B 0m=LQ/( [\ \| ~{c{\{ac a~ m=LQ
{] ca\ x^xC ~{c {c \| 5JmQ6:pM Lax ME a^ \| Vm
:}[x\{ac& 6|{] }` xxaE] ~a^  ^[\\x `^][d`\{ac ~a^ \|
\a^?] m=LQ&
& 5JmQ6:pM L=lVM Mp3( supra ca\ ( \ &
". Id.
. Status—UNCITRAL Model Law on Cross-Border Insolvency (1997)(
5JmQ6:pM( |\\`$$EEE&[c{\^x&a^}$[c{\^x$c$[c{\^x\D\]${c]axZcC$ 
Lax]\\[]&|\dx 0x]\ Z{]{\ Pc& ( "/&
. See EC Regulation( supra ca\ ( \ &
. See id.
. See generally ma[c{x :}[x\{ac "$( " =&P& 0M /  0V5/
|^{c~\^ Recast Regulation&
. See id. 0]\\{c} \| ^}[x\{ac E] x^C ~[c\{ac{c} Exx [\ \|\ {\ E]
]{^x \a c|c ^\{c `^aZ{]{ac] \a ~~\{ZxC d{c{]\^ ^a]]'a^^
{c]axZcC `^a{c}] {c \| {c\^]\ a~ x^{\C/&
. Cf. P]] Sxxay( Ja\( Time Out: The Problematic Temporality of COMI
Analysis in Chapter 15 Bankruptcy Cases in the Second Circuit( " m=M5L& n58&
M& :V4& "( " 0"/ 0D`x{c{c} |aE 5c{\ 8\\]? a[^\] ^a}c{A ~a^{}c
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6| xy a~ ]`{~{{\C {c \| m=LQ `^aZ{]{ac] a~ \| 5JmQ6:pM
Lax ME c Vm :}[x\{ac x] a[^\] \a ]`c D\^ \{d
^]axZ{c} m=LQ {]`[\]( E|{x \^C{c} \a ``xC {c]axZcC xE& 6|{]
maddc\ ^}[] \|\ \|^ c] \a   ]\c^{A {c\^`^\\{ac
a~ E|{| ~\a^] ^ \| da]\ {d`a^\c\ \a \^d{c m=LQ \a
|^dac{A a[^\] ^a]] \| 5c{\ 8\\] c V[^a`& p ]\c^{A
m=LQ ~{c{\{ac {] c]]^C \a {c^] ~~{{cC E{\|{c \| a[^\](
^[ ~a^[d ]|a``{c}( c c][^ ac]{]\c\ ^][x\] {c a[^\]
^}^x]] a~ z[^{]{\{ac&
<^\ QQ a~ \|{] maddc\ ^]]] \| xy a~ [c{~a^d{\C c
ad`^|c]{Zc]] a~ m=LQ ~\a^] [] {c 5&8& c V[^a`c
]\\[\a^C c ] xE& <^\ QQQ a~ \|{] maddc\ cxCA] \| cE
:]\ :}[x\{ac {c ^x\{ac \a ax^ V[^a`c c 5&8&'] ]
xE \a dac]\^\ \| c ~a^ [`\] \a 5&8& xE& <^\ Q4 a~ \|{]
maddc\ `^a`a]] `a\c\{x |c}] \a \| 5&8& xE]( \|
5JmQ6:pM Lax ME( c a\|^ c\{acx xE]( E|{| ~axxaE \|
5JmQ6:pM Lax ME \a ^\  ac]ax{\{ac a~ m=LQ ~\a^]&

QQ& npmOT:=5Jl
p& m=LQ lVUQJQ6Q=J 3Q6SQJ 6SV 5JmQ6:pM L=lVM Mp3 pJl
Vm :VT5Mp6Q=J
6| 5JmQ6:pM Lax ME c Vm :}[x\{ac ]^Z ] ^a]]'
a^^ {c]axZcC }[{x{c] ~a^ a[c\^{] \a `^ada\ |^dacC E{\|{c
\| a[^\ ]C]\d]( [\ \|C a ca\ `^aZ{  ~[xx ~{c{\{ac a~ m=LQ
{c a^^ \a |{Z \|{^ }ax]& 6| 5JmQ6:pM Lax ME E]
^{Z \a `^aZ{ aa`^\{ac \Ec ]\\] c \a ^\ }^\^
x}x ^\{c\C ~a^ ad`c{] a{c} []{c]] {c \|a] a[c\^{]& 6|
5JmQ6:pM Lax ME ^_[{^] a[c\^{] \a a{~C  ~a^{}c d{c
{c]axZcC `^a{c} {c a^^ \a dy ][^ \| {c]axZc\ ad`cC
|]  ~{^ \^{x c \a dy ][^ \| `^a{c} a[^] {c \| a[c\^C

{c]axZcC `^a{c}] ] xac} ] \|C ^ ] ac  \a^?] m=LQ/&
. See id. \ "" 0]\\{c} \|\ cy^[`\C a[^\] |Z \^a[x Zxa`{c} 
[c{Z^]xxC `\( Ea^yx ~{c{\{ac a~ m=LQ [] a~ x{d{\ }[{c
~^ad \| 5JmQ6:pM Lax ME c \| 5c{\ 8\\] m|`\^  cy^[`\C
xE]/&
. See 5JmQ6:pM L=lVM Mp3( supra ca\ ( \ &
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\|\ |] `^a`^ z[^{]{\{ac& px\|a[}| \| 5JmQ6:pM Lax ME
]\^]]] \| {d`a^\c a~ m=LQ {c a^^ \a ]^\{c z[^{]{\{ac a~
\| ~a^{}c d{c {c]axZcC `^a{c}( \| acxC ~{c{\{ac a~~^ {]
W{c \| ]c a~ `^aa~ \a \| ac\^^C( \| \a^?] ^}{]\^
a~~{( a^ |{\[x ^]{c {c \| ] a~ c {c{Z{[x( {] `^][d
\a  \| c\^ a~ \| \a^?] d{c {c\^]\]&B" n[] W`^aa~ \a \|
ac\^^CB {] ca\ c^^aExC ~{c {c \| 5JmQ6:pM Lax ME ca^
{c \| Vm :}[x\{ac( \|{] ~{c{\{ac a~ m=LQ xZ] ^aad ~a^ 
^[\\x `^][d`\{ac c ~a^ {cac]{]\c\ a[^\ {c\^`^\\{ac] c
``x{\{ac] a~ \| }[{x{c]&
V[^a`c 5c{ac a[^\] |Z  ]x{}|\xC da^ ]`{~{ ~{c{\{ac a~
m=LQ( [\ ]\C ac]{]\c\ E{\| \| 5JmQ6:pM Lax ME& 3{\|
xda]\ \| D\ ]d xc}[} ] \| 5JmQ6:pM Lax ME( 
\a^?] m=LQ [c^ \| Vm :}[x\{ac ]|a[x  `^][d \a  \|
^}{]\^ a~~{( ]`{~{xxC ]\\{c} W{c \| ] a~  ad`cC a^
x}x `^]ac( \| `x a~ \| ^}{]\^ a~~{ ]|xx  `^][d \a 
\| c\^ a~ {\] d{c {c\^]\] {c \| ]c a~ `^aa~ \a \|
ac\^^C&B 6| xc}[} \|c ]\^C] ~^ad \| 5JmQ6:pM Lax
ME ]{c \| Vm :}[x\{ac ]\^]]] \| {d`a^\c a~ E|^ \|
\a^ ac[\] |{] []{c]] c E|\|^ \|{^ `^\{] Ea[x ]][d
\|\ `x Ea[x   \a^?] m=LQ&
px\|a[}| \| {\{ac a~ \|{^ `^\C ycaEx}dc\ |x` }[{
\| a[^\]( \| V[^a`c ma[c{x x{Z \| ~{c{\{ac a~  \a^?]
m=LQ c ~[^\|^ ^~{cdc\ {c \| ~a^d a~ \| :]\
:}[x\{ac& Qc {\{ac \a \| a^{}{cx ^}{]\^ a~~{ c \|{^'
 . Id. \  0~{c{c}  ~a^{}c d{c {c]axZcC `^a{c} ] W ~a^{}c
`^a{c} \y{c} `x {c \| 8\\ E|^ \| \a^ |] \| c\^ a~ {\] d{c
{c\^]\]B/&
". Id. \ &
. In re 8<|{c2( M\&(  n&:& "(  0ncy^& 8&l&J&& ""/ 0W6|
ncy^[`\C ma a] ca\ ]\\ \| \C` a~ Z{c ^_[{^ \a ^[\ \|
`^][d`\{ac \|\ \| m=LQ {] \| \a^?] `x a~ ^}{]\^\{ac a^ {ca^`a^\{ac&B/&
. See generally EC Regulation( supra ca\ ( \ (  0{][]]{c} E|{| ~\a^]
]|a[x  [] \a \^d{c  \a^?] m=LQ ~a^ {c{\{\{c} {c]axZcC
`^a{c}]/&
. See id. \ &
. See id. \  0]\\{c} \|\ \| m=LQ ]|a[x a^^]`ac \a \| `x WE|^ \|
\a^ ac[\] \| d{c{]\^\{ac a~ |{] {c\^]\] ac  ^}[x^ ]{] c {] \|^~a^
]^\{cx C \|{^ `^\{]B/&
. See Insolvency Update: The Recast Insolvency Regulation( J=:6=J :=8V
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`^\C ycaEx}dc\ {c \| Vm :}[x\{ac( \| V[^a`c ma[c{x
]y] a[^\] \a }{Z ]`{x ac]{^\{ac \a \| {c]axZc\ []{c]]?]
^{\a^] c \|{^ `^`\{ac a~ E|^  \a^ ac[\] \|{^
d{c{]\^\{Z []{c]]& 6|{] {\{ac a{~{] \| {d`a^\c a~
^{\a^]? a`{c{ac] [] \| a[\ad a~  m=LQ \^d{c\{ac
~~\] \| ^{\a^]? {x{\C \a ^a[` \|{^ xa]]]& 6| :]\
:}[x\{ac x]a `^aZ{] d[| c \{dx{c] ] \a E|c {c 
ad`cC?] x{~ ]|a[x m=LQ  \^d{c C \xx{c} a[^\] 
[]{c]] cca\ |Z {\] m=LQ {c  z[^{]{\{ac E|^ {\ |] acxC c
`^]c\ ~a^ x]] \|c \|^ dac\|]&
SaEZ^( \|] ^a]]'a^^ {c]axZcC }[{x{c] a ca\ `^aZ{
 ~[xx ~{c{\{ac a~ m=LQ( E|{|( {c \[^c( |] ca\ {cc\{Z{A
a[c\^{] \a `^aZ{  ]\^{\^ ~{c{\{ac ~a^ m=LQ {c \|{^ {c{Z{[x
c\{acx xE]&"

U5Mn:QTS6 (  0JaZ& "/( |\\`$$EEE&ca^\ac^a]~[x^{}|\&ad$~{x]$cy{c}'
c'~{cc'{]`[\]'^Z{E'{]][''"" &`~ |^{c~\^ Insolvency Update
0]]^\{c} \| cE :}[x\{ac ac\{c]  a{~{\{ac a~ |aE a[^\] \^d{c
m=LQ/&
. Recast Regulation( supra ca\ ( \  0W3{\| \| ]d az\{Z a~
`^Zc\{c} ~^[[xc\ a^ []{Z ~a^[d ]|a``{c}( \| `^][d`\{ac \|\ \| c\^ a~
d{c {c\^]\] {] \ \| `x a~ \| ^}{]\^ a~~{& & & &B/&
. See id. \ (  0^_[{^{c} a[^\] \a {\|^ ]\\ \| m=LQ {] E|^ ^{\a^]
x{Z \| \a^?] m=LQ {]( {c~a^d \|a] ^{\a^] a~ \| cE m=LQ c dy \|
\a^ |c} {\] ^]] {c add^{x a^^]`acc a^ cC a\|^ dc] a~
dy{c} \| cE xa\{ac `[x{/&
. See, e.g.( L{|xx L& S^c^ b Pd{ L^{c{( Committee Capture? An
Empirical Analysis of the Role of Creditors’ Committees in Business
Reorganizations(  4pJl& M& :V4&  ( Y 0"/ 0`^aZ{{c} c Dd`x a~
|aE 5c{\ 8\\] a[^\] \aay ^{\a^]? `^{a^{\{] {c\a a[c\ E|c ac[\{c}
cy^[`\C `^a{c}]/&
 . See Recast Regulation( supra ca\ ( \  0]\\{c} \|\ \| xa\{ac
`^][d \a  \| m=LQ d[]\ D{]\ \|^ dac\|] `^{a^ \a \| `\{\{ac a`c{c} c
{c]axZcC `^a{c} \a `^Zc\ []{Z ~a^[d ]|a``{c}/&
". See id. \  0`^aZ{{c} \|\ \|{] ^}[x\{ac {] ca\ \a `^Zc\ Ld^ 8\\]
~^ad ^\{c} \|{^ aEc c\{acx ^[x] {c ^}^ \a {c]axZcC xE( ] xac} ] \|a]
^[x] a ca\ {d`{^ \| ~~{{cC/&
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n& 5&8& 86p656=: pJl mp8V Mp3 lVUQJQ6Q=J8 =U m=LQ
1. Statutory Definition of COMI
6| 5c{\ 8\\] ^x{] ac \| 5JmQ6:pM Lax ME ] 
}[{x{c ~a^ {\] aEc ^a]]'a^^ {c]axZcC xE]& 3{\|{c 6{\x 
a~ \| 5&8& ma( E|{| {] \| 5c{\ 8\\]? cy^[`\C xE( m|`\^
 a{~{] ^a]]'a^^ {c]axZcC& 6| `[^`a] a~ \| |`\^ E]
\a {ca^`a^\ \| 5JmQ6:pM Lax ME c \a `^aZ{ aa`^\{ac
\Ec \| a[^\] a~ \| 5c{\ 8\\] c \| a[^\] a~ a\|^ ~a^{}c
]\\]& na\| \| Lax ME c m|`\^  d^ \| [c{Z^]x{]d
``^a| \a \^\ cy^[`\C ]  ]{c}x `^a]] c `^a{c} {c
a^^ ~a^ \| {c]axZc\ ad`cC ca\ \a }\ \yc Zc\} a~ c ~a^
\| ^{\a^] \a  ]\{]~{&
Qc a^^ \a \^d{c \| ~a^{}c d{c {c]axZcC `^a{c}(
m|`\^  a] ca\ }{Z  da^ ]`{~{ ~{c{\{ac \a |x` a[^\]
\^d{c E|\  \a^?] m=LQ {]( [\ {c]\ \| xc}[} {]
{c\{x \a \| 5JmQ6:pM Lax ME& Ua^ {c]\c( N 0/
]\\]( WQc \| ]c a~ Z{c \a \| ac\^^C( \| \a^?]
^}{]\^ a~~{( a^ |{\[x ^]{c {c \| ] a~ \| {c{Z{[x( {]
`^][d \a  \| c\^ a~ \| \a^?] d{c {c\^]\]&B

. See Sxxay( supra ca\ ( \ ""&
. See generally  5&8&m& NN "Y 0"/&
. See N "0/0/'0/&
. See In re pnm M^c{c} mc\^] M\&(  U& "( " 0 m{^& "/
0x{d{c} \| }ax {] \a {^\ ^{\a^] c ]]\] \a \| ~a^{}c d{c {c]axZcC
`^a{c} ~a^ \| a^^xC c ~{^ {]\^{[\{ac a~ ]]\] c \a Za{ \| ]{A[^ a~
]]\] C ^{\a^] a[\]{ a~ \| z[^{]{\{ac/w see generally OZ{c P& ny^{c}(
United States Cross-Border Corporate Insolvency: The Impact of Chapter 15 on
Comity and the New Legal Environment(  M& b n58& :V4& pL& ( Y 0""/
0{][]]{c} [c{Z^]x{]d Z^][] \^^{\a^{x{]d {c \| x{}|\ a~ 5JmQ6:pM Lax ME
c m|`\^ /&
. Compare  5&8&m& N 0/ 0"/ 0WQc \| ]c a~ Z{c \a \|
ac\^^C( \| \a^?] ^}{]\^ a~~{( a^ |{\[x ^]{c {c \| ] a~ c
{c{Z{[x( {] `^][d \a  \| c\^ a~ \| \a^?] d{c {c\^]\]&B/( with
5JmQ6:pM L=lVM Mp3( supra ca\ ( \  0WQc \| ]c a~ `^aa~ \a \|
ac\^^C( \| \a^?] ^}{]\^ a~~{( a^ |{\[x ^]{c {c \| ] a~ c
{c{Z{[x( {] `^][d \a  \| c\^ a~ \| \a^?] d{c {c\^]\]&B/&
&  5&8&m& N 0/&

"
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2. COMI Factors within U.S. Case Law
8{c m|`\^  a] ca\ `^aZ{ cC cE {c]{}|\( \| 5&8& a[^\]
|Z }[c \a ^\ \|{^ aEc x{]\ a~ ~\a^] \a { m=LQ& 5&8&
a[^\] [][xxC ^xC ac c ]\^\ \]\ ] ac  \a\x{\C a~ Z^{a[]
~\a^] {c a^^ \a \^d{c  \a^?] m=LQ& 6|^ ^  c[d^
a~ ~\a^] [] C \| 5&8& ~^x c ]\\ a[^\ ]C]\d] \| xa\{ac
a~ \| \a^?] |_[^\^]w \| xa\{ac a~ \|a] E|a dc} \|
\a^( x{y  |ax{c} ad`cC?] |_[^\^]w \| xa\{ac a~ \|
\a^?] `^{d^C ]]\]w \| xa\{ac a~ \| dza^{\C a~ \| \a^?]
^{\a^]w c \| z[^{]{\{ac E|a] xE Ea[x ``xC \a da]\
{]`[\]& pca\|^ ~\a^ ~a[c acxC {c 5&8& addac xE( ^\|^ \|c
]\\[\a^C xE( {] \|\ m=LQ ]|a[x  ]^\{cx C \|{^ `^\{]&"
:}{]\^\{ac a~  \a^?] a~~{ {c  xa\{ac {] ca\ ][~~{{c\ \a
`^aZ \|\ xa\{ac {] \| \a^?] m=LQ& Ua^ Dd`x( {c In re Bear
Stearns( \| \Ea ~[c] E^ a\| x{d{\ x{{x{\C ad`c{] E{\|
^}{]\^ a~~{] {c \| mCdc Q]xc]& 6| <\{\{ac^] x{d \|
. In re 8<|{c2( M\&(  n&:& "(  0ncy^& 8&l&J&& ""/ 0W6|
ncy^[`\C ma a] ca\ ]\\ \| \C` a~ Z{c ^_[{^ \a ^[\ \|
`^][d`\{ac \|\ \| m=LQ {] \| \a^?] `x a~ ^}{]\^\{ac a^ {ca^`a^\{ac&B/w
see Sxxay( supra ca\ ( \ "" 0x{d{c} \| x{d{\ }[{c a~ m|`\^ (
] ac \| 5JmQ6:pM Lax ME( |] x~\ {d`xdc\\{ac {cac]{]\c{]
E{\|{c \| a[^\ ]C]\d/&
. See Sxxay( supra ca\ ( \ "&
 . See In re L{xxcc{[d Txa& Vd^}{c} m^{\ L]\^ U[c M\&(  n&:& (
 0ncy^& 8&l&J&& "/w see also In re MaC( " n&:& (  0ncy^& V&l& 4&
""/w In re n^ 8\^c] S{}|'T^ 8\^[\[^ m^{\ 8\^\}{] L]\^ U[c(
M\&(  n&:& ( ' 0ncy^& 8&l&J&& ""/w In re SPhinX, Ltd.(  n&:& \
&
"& 6|{] E] ca\ E^{\\c {c\a {\|^ m|`\^  a^ \| 5JmQ6:pM Lax ME(
[\ {\ {] ~{c {c Vm :}[x\{ac c d {d`a^\c\ ca[}| \a   ] 
m=LQ ~\a^ {c 5c{\ 8\\]? addac xE& See, e.g.( In re n\a^`( M\&( "" n&:&
(   0ncy^& l& JZ& "" / 0{][]]{c} \| {d`a^\c a~  \a^?] m=LQ
{c} ]^\{cx C \|{^ `^\{] [] m=LQ {] ~~\ ca\ acxC C E|\ 
\a^ a]( [\ x]a E|\  \a^ {] `^{Z ] a{c}/&
. See Sxxay( supra ca\ ( \ " 0]\\{c}  m=LQ cxC]{] ~a[]{c} ac 
ad`cC?] `x a~ {ca^`a^\{ac a^ ^}{]\^ a~~{ |] \^dca[] `a\c\{x \a
{cc\{Z{A ~a^[d ]|a``{c} [] ad`c{] E{xx ^}{]\^ {c \| z[^{]{\{ac da]\
~Za^x \a \|d E{\|a[\ |Z{c} \a ac[\ cC a`^\{ac] {c \|\ `^\{[x^
a[c\^C( ]a a[^\] c \a x{d{\ \| ]{}c{~{c a~ \| \a^?] `x a~ {ca^`a^\{ac
E|c E{}| }{c]\ a\|^ ^xZc\ ~\a^] {c \|{^ m=LQ cxC]{]/&
. In re Bear Stearns High-Grade Structured Credit Strategies Master Fund,
Ltd.(  n&:& \ &
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m=LQ E] {c \| mCdc Q]xc]w |aEZ^( \| cy^[`\C a[^\
~a[c \|\ \|^ E^ ca d`xaC] a^ dc}^] {c \| mCdc
Q]xc]( \| {cZ]\dc\ dc}^ E] {c JE a^y( \| d{c{]\^\a^
\|\ ^[c] \| y'a~~{ a`^\{ac] E] {c \| 5c{\ 8\\]( c \|
aay] c ^a^] E^ {c \| 5c{\ 8\\]& 6| a[^\ ^z\ \|\
x{d c ~a[c \|\ \| mCdc Q]xc] E] ca\ \| \a^?] m=LQ
[] W\| acxC |]{Z acc\{ac E{\| \| mCdc Q]xc] \|\
\| ~[c] |Z {] \| ~\ \|\ \|C ^ ^}{]\^ \|^&B 6| a[^\
^]ac \| `^][d`\{ac \|\ \| m=LQ E] \| ^}{]\^ a~~{ E]
^[\\ [] \| d{c{]\^\{ac a~ \| U[c]? []{c]] E] {c \|
5c{\ 8\\]( E|{| E] ]^\{cx C \|{^ `^\{]& 6|^~a^(
\| mCdc Q]xc] a[x ca\  \| m=LQ( [] ca []{c]] E]
{c} ^^{ a[\ \|^&
a. Case Law Using Temporality Analysis to Determine COMI
pca\|^ {]][ x{] {c \| \d`a^x{\C a~ cxC]{]& J{\|^ m|`\^
 ca^ \| 5JmQ6:pM Lax ME `^aZ{] {c]{}|\ ] \a E|{| `a{c\
{c  \a^?] x{~ ]|a[x  [] \a \^d{c m=LQ& Qc In re
Millennium Global( \Ea ~[c] E^ {ca^`a^\ {c n^d[( |
\|{^ ^}{]\^ a~~{ ] n^d[( c \Ea a~ \|{^ \|^ {^\a^]
E^ ^]{c\] a~ n^d[& p{\{acx ~\] ]\x{]| {cx[ \|
~[c]? dc}^ E] {c Macac( \| ]]\ Zx[\{ac }c\ E] ca\ {c
n^d[( \| ~[c]? {cZ]\a^] E^ ca\ {c n^d[( xx a~ \| ]]\]
E^ {cZ]\ a[\]{ a~ n^d[( \| {^\a^?] d\{c}] E^ |x
E{\| ac {^\a^ `|ac{c} {c ~^ad a[\]{ a~ n^d[( c ^{\a^

. See id. \ "&
. See id. \  &
. See id.
. See id.
. See Sxxay( supra ca\ ( \ "Y 0]\\{c} \|\ 5&8& a[^\] |Z ``x{
\Ea ac\^]\{c} ``^a|] \a \d`a^x{\C \| dza^{\C ``^a| Zx[\] m=LQ
] ac  \a^?] \{Z{\{] \ \| \{d \| m|`\^  `\{\{ac {] ~{x E|{x \|
d{ca^{\C `a]{\{ac Dd{c] ^xZc\ ~\a^] \ \| ^x{^ \ a~ ~a^{}c
`^a{c}]/&
. See id. \ "" 0x{d{c} \|^ {] x{d{\ }[{c ~^ad m|`\^  c ~^ad
{\] {c\^c\{acx ]a[^ {c \| 5JmQ6:pM Lax ME( ^][x\{c} {c {cac]{]\c\ \]\]
~a^ m=LQ/&
 . See In re L{xxcc{[d Txa& Vd^}{c} m^{\ L]\^ U[c M\&(  n&:& (
 0ncy^& 8&l&J&& "/&

"
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d\{c}] E^ |x {c Macac&"
6| =z\c\ ^}[ \|\ \| m=LQ ]|a[x  \| 5c{\ O{c}ad
[] a~ \| xa\{ac a~ \| {cZ]\dc\ dc}^( ^{\a^]( c
`^{d ^ay^& 6| cy^[`\C a[^\ { \a ac]{^ \|
``^a`^{\ \ {c {\] m=LQ cxC]{] `^{a^ \a ``xC{c} \| addac
xE ~\a^]& 6| a[^\ xaay \a In re Ran E|^ \| cxC]{] ~a[]
ac \| `^]c\ \c] a~ \| ncy^[`\C ma( ]a \| m=LQ ]|a[x 
{c \| `^]c\( E|c \| `\{\{ac ~a^ ^a}c{\{ac E] ~{x& na\|
a[^\] E^ Ea^^{ a[\ xaay{c} \aa ~^ {c\a \| \a^?] `]\ c
~{c{c} \| E^ac} a[c\^C ] \| \a^?] m=LQ&
8{c \| m|`\^  ~{x{c} a[^^ \|^ C^] ~\^ \| x{_[{\{ac
~{x{c} {c n^d[( \| a[^\ ~a[c \|\ \| ][]\c\{Z \ ~a^ \|
\^d{c\{ac a~ m=LQ {] \ \| \ a~ \| a`c{c} a~ \| ~a^{}c
`^a{c}& 6| a[^\ ~x\ \|\ {~ {\ ~axxaE In re Ran( E|^ \|
m=LQ ~\a^] E^ ``x{ {c ][|  EC \|\ |^{c}] {c \| 5c{\
8\\] E^ c{( \|c \| m=LQ {]`[\ Ea[x c [` {c} []
]  ]|{x }{c]\ ~a^{}c ^{\a^]& 6| a[^\ ^]ac \|{] Ea[x
x a[^\] \a }a }{c]\ \| `^ada\{ac a~ aa`^\{ac ]\^]] {c

". See id. \ &
. See id.
. See id. \  0\^d{c{c} \|\ \| ][]\c\{Z \ ~a^ ]\x{]|{c} \| m=LQ
{] \| \ a~ \| ~a^{}c `^a{c}?] a`c{c}( c ^a}c{A{c} \|\ \| ~axxaE{c}
~\a^] ^ ^xZc\ \a \^d{c \| m=LQ \| xa\{ac a~ \| ~[c?] {^\a^]w \|
xa\{ac a~ \| ~[c?] cy( []\a{c( c [{\a^]w \| xa\{ac a~ \| ~[c?] C'
\a'C a`^\{ac]w \| xa\{ac a~ \| ~[c?] {cZ]\a^] c ^{\a^]w c E|^ \|
~[c {cZ]\ {c `^a`^\C/&
. See id. 0a`{c{c} \|\ E|{x \|^ {] ca\  \d`a^x ~^dEa^y ^\{[x\( \|
m=LQ \^d{c\{ac {] {c~x[c C \| `^]c\ }^dd\{x \c] {c E|{|
m|`\^  E] E^{\\c( c \|[] ]|a[x x]a  {c\^`^\ {c \| `^]c\/&
. See id.w see also MZ{ Z& :c 0In re :c/( " U& "( " 0\| m{^&
""/ 0Wp dc^{c} c cZ^'c{c} {c_[{^C {c\a  \a^?] `]\ {c\^]\] a[x
x \a  c{x a~ ^a}c{\{ac {c  a[c\^C E|^  \a^?] {c\^]\] ^ \^[xC
c\^( d^xC [] | ac[\ `]\ \{Z{\{] {c  a[c\^C \ ]ad
`a{c\& & & &B/&
. In re Millennium Glob. Emerging Credit Master Fund Ltd.(  n&:& ( 
0ncy^& 8&l&J&& "/&
. But see id. \  c& 0{][]]{c} \|\ \| a[^\ {c In re Ran ] {\] m=LQ
cxC]{] ac  |{\[x ^]{c ^\|^ \|c  `^{c{`x `x a~ []{c]] ]\c^(
c C `{cc{c} \| m=LQ {c_[{^C \a \| \ a~ \| ~{x{c} a~ \| m|`\^  `\{\{ac
\| a[^\ ~a[c \|\ \| m=LQ E] {c 6D]/&

"
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m|`\^ & pca\|^ ac^c a~ \| a[^\ E] \| `a]]{{x{\C a~ ~a^[d
]|a``{c} [] \| [] a~ \| m|`\^  `\{\{ac \ }{Z]
^a}c{\{ac \a  |c} a~ ^]{c \Ec \| \ a~ a`c{c}
`^a{c}] {c \| ~a^{}c c\{ac c \| m|`\^  `\{\{ac \&
p~\^ \^d{c{c} \| \( \| a[^\ ~a[c \| m=LQ \a  {c
n^d[ [] \|\ E] E|c x{_[{\{ac `^a{c}] ~{^]\
addc&
m|aa]{c} E|c {c  ad`cC?] x{~ \a \^d{c m=LQ c ~~\
E|^ \| {c]axZcC `^a{c}] \y `x& Qc In re Fairfield Sentry(
\| =z\a^] ^}[ \|\ \| m=LQ ]|a[x  {c \| 5c{\ 8\\]
[] \| \{d{c} ]|a[x {cx[ \| `^{a `^{a^ \a c x{c} [`
\a \| ~{x{c} a~ \| `\{\{ac ~a^ {c]axZcC `^a{c}]&" 6| \a^]
]\a`` a{c} []{c]] aZ^ {}|\c dac\|] {c Zc a~ \|{^
`\{\{ac( c ]Zc dac\|] ~a^ \| x{_[{\{ac `^a{c}] }c
{c \| 5c{\ 8\\]& 6| a[^\ E] Ea^^{ a[\ W\| `a\c\{x ~a^
d{]|{~ c m=LQ dc{`[x\{ac(B ]a \|C ~a[] ac \| xZc'
dac\| `^{a \Ec \| x{_[{\a^?] ``a{c\dc\ c \| `\{\{ac
c \^d{c \| m=LQ \a  \| n^{\{]| 4{^}{c Q]xc] []
\|^ E^ ca `x] a~ []{c]]( dc}dc\( a^ ]]\] {c \| 5c{\
. See id. \  0D`x{c{c} \|\ \| [] a~  m=LQ {c_[{^C \a Za{ |^{c}] {c
\| 5c{\ 8\\] E{\| ~a^{}c ^{\a^] E] ca\ x{}c E{\| \| mac}^]]{acx
{c\c\ |{c N " \a c|c aa`^\{ac {c ^a]]'a^^ {c]axZcC ]]
\Ec 5&8& a[^\] c \| a[^\] a~ ~a^{}c a[c\^{]/&
. See id. 0D`x{c{c} \|\ \| d\|a a~ ~a^[d ]|a``{c} C EC a~ |c}{c}
\| ^]{c \Ec \| a`c{c} `^{c}?] \ {c \| ~a^{}c c\{ac c \|
m|`\^  `\{\{ac \ {]  C`^a[\ a~ []{c} \| m|`\^  `\{\{ac \ {c \|
m=LQ {c_[{^C/&
 . See id. \ Y 0~{c{c} \|\ x\|a[}| \| C \a C a`^\{ac] a~ \| ~[c]
E^ ca\ ] {c n^d[( cac a~ \| {cZ]\a^] a^ ^{\a^] ^]{ {c n^d[(
c \|^ E^ ca `^a`^\C'{cZ]\dc\] {c n^d[( m=LQ E] ]\x{]| {c
n^d[ [] \Ea a~ \| \|^ {^\a^] E^ xa\ \|^( \| ac\^ax a~ \|a]
{^\a^] aZ^ \|a] ~[c]( {cZ]\a^] E^ {^\ \a ]c ~[c] \a c a[c\ {c
n^d[( c \| ~a^d\{ac a~ \| ~[c] {c n^d[ E^ dda^{x{A {c \|
=~~^{c} Lda^c[d/&
". See In re U{^~{x 8c\^C M\&( " n&:& "( Y 0ncy^& 8&l&J&& ""/
0]^{{c} \| =z\a^?] ^}[dc\ ~a^ \| m=LQ \a  {c JE a^y {~ \y{c} {c\a
ac]{^\{ac \| []{c]] {c JE a^y ~a^ n^{\{]| 4{^}{c Q]xc] x{_[{\{ac
`^a{c}] addc/&
. See id. \  0~{c{c} \|\ \| \a^] | ] \|{^ 5&8& []{c]] \{Z{\{]
{}|\c dac\|] ~a^ \|{^ `\{\{ac c ]Zc dac\|] ~a^ \| `^a{c}] {c
n^{\{]| 4{^}{c Q]xc] }[c( ac\^{[\{c} \a \| \^d{c\{ac \|\ \| m=LQ E]
{c n^{\{]| 4{^}{c Q]xc]/&

"
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8\\]& 6|{] |c} \| z[^{]{\{ac a~ \| ~a^{}c d{c {c]axZcC
`^a{c} \a  {c \| n^{\{]| 4{^}{c Q]xc] c ca\ \| 5c{\
8\\]&
b. Case Law Relying on Flexibility of Chapter 15 to Give Courts
More Autonomy
8ad a[^\] Exad \| xy a~ ]`{~{{\C {c \| 5&8& ma(
[] {\ xxaE] ~a^ W~xD{{x{\C&B Ua^ {c]\c( {c In re SPhinX( \|
8<|{c2 U[c] E^ |} ~[c] \|\ E^ ]\x{]| ] a~~]|a^
c\{\{] {c \| mCdc Q]xc] \a }{c \| {]xc?] \D c~{\]& Qc \|
mCdc Q]xc]( \|^ E^ ca []{c]] a^ a^ d\{c}] ac[\(
^]{{c} {^\a^]( ca^ `|C]{x a~~{] a^ d`xaC] `^]c\& 6|
a[^\ x{Z \|\ m|`\^ ?] Z^C{c} ~{c{\{ac a~ m=LQ xxaE
\| a[^\ \| ~xD{{x{\C \a d{c{d{A ac~x{\] {c \| {c\^]\] a~ \a^]
c \|{^ ^{\a^]& 6| a[^\ \^d{c \| {c\^]\] a~ \| \a^?]
]\\( ^{\a^]( c a\|^ `^\{] ]|a[x W}c^xxC   ]{}c{~{c\
c `^|`]  {{c} ~\a^&B 3|{|Z^ ~\a^] ^ []( \|C
]|a[x  Z{E {c \| x{}|\ a~ m|`\^ ?] d`|]{] ac W`^a\\{c}
\| ^]acx {c\^]\] a~ `^\{] {c {c\^]\ `[^][c\ \a ~{^

. See id. \ Y 0ac]{^{c}  \a\x{\C a~ {^[d]\c] ``^a| E|c
^{c} {c d{c {c\c\{acx dc{`[x\{ac( [\ |^ {\ E] x^ E{\|{c \| xZc
dac\| `^{a \|\ \| \a^] E^ ca xac}^ a{c} []{c]] {c \| 5c{\ 8\\] c
\| m=LQ E] ca\ {c \| 5c{\ 8\\]/&
. See id. \  0ac]{^{c} \| D\c `^{a a~ \{d( \| a[^\ ~a[c \|\
\| \a^?] m=LQ E] {c \| n^{\{]| 4{^}{c Q]xc]/&
. See generally In re 8<|{c2( M\&(  n&:& "(  0ncy^& 8&l&J&& ""/
0D`x{c{c} \|\ \| ^`xdc\ a~ \| `^Z{a[] cy^[`\C a E{\| m|`\^ 
`^aZ{ da^ ~xD{{x{\C( ] Z{c C {\] `ax{C ]\\dc\ c ~xD{{x{\C {c
da{~C{c} ^x{~/&
. Id. \ " 0D`x{c{c} \|\ \| 8<|{c2 U[c]( E|{x ^}[x\ {c \| mCdc
Q]xc]( E] dc} [c^  ~[xxC {]^\{ac^C {cZ]\dc\ dc}dc\ ac\^\
c ^\ C  lxE^ a^`a^\{ac xa\ {c JE a^y/&
. Id. \ "Y" 0]^{{c} \| ad`cC?] x{d{\ `|C]{x c ~[c\{acx
`^]c {c \| mCdc Q]xc] c \| |ax{c} a~ c{c\C `^c\ a~ 8<|{c2 U[c]?
~[c] {c 5c{\ 8\\] a[c\]/&
. See id. \  0D`x{c{c} \|\ Z^{ ``^a|] \a m|`\^  d{c\{c \|
}ax a~ `^a\\{c} \| {c\^]\] a~ \| `^\{]/&
. See id. 0~{c{c} \|\ \| {c\^]\] a~ \| \a^?] ]\\( ^{\a^]( c a\|^
`^\{] E^ ]{}c{~{c\ ~\a^] ]a xac} ] `^\{]? {c\^]\] E^ ca\ ][``a^\{c} c
{d`^a`^ `[^`a]/&
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`^a[^] c \| dD{d{A\{ac a~ \| \a^?] Zx[&B
8{c \|^ E^ ca\ dcC ]] {cZaxZ{c}  m=LQ {]`[\ {c \|
5c{\ 8\\](" \| a[^\ [] \| `^{c{`x] ~^ad \| V[^a`c 5c{ac
\a cxCA \| ]& 6| a[^\ xaay \a \| V[^a`c ma[^\ a~
P[]\{( E|{| Wx~\ a`c E|\|^ \| `^][d`\{ac dC  ^[\\ {c
^]`\ a~  \a^ \|\ ac[\] ]ad []{c]] {c \| xa\{ac E|^
{\ {] ^}{]\^&B 6| a[^\ ^a}c{A \|\ \| V[^a`c ma[^\ a~
P[]\{ x]a {c{\ \| W^}{]\^ a~~{B `^][d`\{ac Ea[x 
^[\\ {~ \|{^ `^\{] az\{ZxC xa\ \| d{c{]\^\{ac a~ 
\a^?] {c\^]\] ]adE|^ x]& 6|^~a^( \| a[^\ ~a[c
8<|{c2?] m=LQ E] ca\ {c \| mCdc Q]xc] [] \|^ E] ca
[]{c]] `^~a^d \|^ c xx a~ \| ^{\a^] c {cZ]\a^] E^
xa\ a[\]{ a~ \| mCdc Q]xc]&

m& V5:=<VpJ 86p656=: pJl mp8V Mp3 lVUQJQ6Q=J8 =U m=LQ
1. Lack of Statutory Definition of COMI
6| 5c{\ O{c}ad `^aZ{]  ~{^ ad`^{]ac ~a^ \| 5c{\
8\\] [] \| 5c{\ O{c}ad {] \| [^^c\ []{c]] c\^ a~
V[^a`& 6| 5c{\ O{c}ad?] cy^[`\C xE] |Z ^c\xC c
 . See id. \  0^]ac{c} \|\ \a Za{  d|c{x ``x{\{ac a~ \| m=LQ
~\a^]( \| cxC]{] ]|a[x ac]{^ \| `^\{]? {c\^]\] {cx[{c} \| ac]c\ ~a^
c ][``a^\ a~ \| `^a`a] m=LQ/w see also  5&8&m& N 0/ 0"/ 0W6| a[^\
dC }^c\ ^x{~ & & & acxC {~ \| {c\^]\] a~ \| ^{\a^] c a\|^ {c\^]\ c\{\{](
{cx[{c} \| \a^( ^ ][~~{{c\xC `^a\\&B/&
". See In re SPhinX, Ltd.(  n&:& \  0addc\{c} \|\ \|^ ``^] \a 
ca `[x{]| ]] ^}^{c} m=LQ {]`[\] [c^ m|`\^ /&
. See 8d[x M& n[~~a^( International Insolvency Case Venue in the
European Union: The Parmalat and Daisytek Controversies(  m=M5L& P& V5:& M&
 (  0""/ 0]\\{c} \|\ \| {]{ac] [c^ \| Vm :}[x\{ac ^ {d`a^\c\
~a^ 5&8& xE [] 5&8& ]] dC  ][]`\{Z \a ]{d{x^ {c\^c\{acx {]a^
] \| V[^a`c 5c{ac/&
. In re SPhinX, Ltd.(  n&:& \ Y &
. Id.
. See id. \  0~{c{c} \| m=LQ E] xa\ a[\]{ a~ \| mCdc Q]xc]
{c x{}|\ a~ \| VmP?] `^{c{`x]/&
. See London Futures: London Crowned Business Capital of Europe(
lVM=Q66V 0p`^& "/( |\\`]$$EEE&xa{\\&ad$ac\c\$d$lxa{\\$[y$
la[dc\]$[y'~[\[^]$xacac'~[\[^]'xacac'^aEc'[]{c]]'`{\x'a~'
[^a`&`~ 0cxCA{c} \| \a` " cac'V[^a`c ad`c{] c ~{c{c} ]{D\C
`^c\ a~ \| cac'V[^a`c ad`c{]? ^}{acx |_[^\^] \a  {c Macac/&

"
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[`\ {c Qc]axZcC :[x] "( E|{| \aay ~~\ p`^{x ( "&
6|] cE xE] |Z [`\ Qc]axZcC :[x]  ( [\ |Z ca\
|c} a^  \| ~{c{\{ac a~ m=LQ& Qc]\( \| 5c{\
O{c}ad {^\xC ``x{] \| Vm :}[x\{ac ~a^ Ld^ 8\\] a~ \|
V[^a`c 5c{ac c \| 5JmQ6:pM Lax ME {c a[c\^{] \|\
^a}c{A \| Lax ME& px\|a[}| \| Qc]axZcC :[x]   a]
ca\ ]`{~{xxC [] \| \^d m=LQ( {\ }{Z]  da^ }c^x \{dx{c
~a^ {{c} E|{| a[^\ ]|a[x |cx \| ~a^{}c d{c {c]axZcC
`^a{c} C ^]\^{\{c} \| z[^{]{\{ac \a  {]\^{\ E|^ \| \a^
| ac []{c]] ~a^ da^ \|c ]{D dac\|] ~a^ \| {c{\{x
`\{\{ac&
=\|^ V[^a`c ]\\[\a^C xE] a ca\ `^aZ{ {\{acx {c]{}|\ {c\a
\| ~{c{\{ac ^_[{^dc\] a~ m=LQ& px\|a[}| \| Vm :}[x\{ac
xxaE] ~a^ Ld^ 8\\] \a c^^aExC ~{c m=LQ( da]\ a[c\^{]
|Z z[]\ ^x{ ac \| a^{}{cx ~^dEa^y&" Ua^ {c]\c( T^dcC
^x{] ac \| Vm :}[x\{ac ~a^ Ld^ 8\\]& 3|c x{c} E{\|
. See 6| Qc]axZcC 0Vc}xc c 3x]/ :[x] "( VD`xc\a^C
Lda^c[d K & 0Vc}&/ |^{c~\^ VD`xc\a^C Lda^c[d&
. See id. K & 0]\\{c} \|\ \| " :[x] ac]ax{\ \| Qc]axZcC :[x]
  E{\| \| dcdc\] c\ ]{c \|   :[x] d {c\a ~a^(
^]\^[\[^ \| :[x] c [`\ \|{^ }c^ xc}[}( c da^c{A \| :[x]
{c EC] \|\ a ca\ ~~\ m=LQ/w see also Qc]axZcC 0Vc}xc c 3x]/ :[x]
"( 8Q "$"( &  N &0/ |^{c~\^ " :[x] 0Wmc\^ a~ d{c
{c\^]\] |] \| ]d dc{c} ] {c \| Vm :}[x\{ac& & & &B/&
. See " :[x]( supra ca\ ( & ( N & 0]\\{c} d{c {c]axZcC
`^a{c}] E{xx \y `x [c^ \| Vm :}[x\{ac ] ac  \a^?] m=LQ/w
Od]xC Z& n^xC] ncy " V3Sm 0m|/ ( ' 0Vc}&/ 0ac[\{c}
c cxC]{] []{c} \| 5JmQ6:pM Lax ME E|{x |^{c}  ] ] {c \|
5c{\ O{c}ad [\ E{\|  5&8& ^]`acc\/&
 . Compare Qc]axZcC 0Vc}xc c 3x]/ :[x]  ( 8Q  $ ( &  N
&"0/ 0Vc}&/ 0`^aZ{] \|^ ]c^{a] \a \^d{c z[^{]{\{ac [^{c} ]{D dac\|](
E|{| a ca\ ~xx {dd{\xC ~a^ \| ``x{\{ac {] ~{x E{\| \| a[^\/( with
" :[x]( supra ca\ ( & ( N &0/0/ 0`^aZ{] z[^{]{\{ac Zc E|c \|
\a^ {] ca\  ^]{c\ a~ Vc}xc a^ 3x] [\ E]  ^]{c\ a^ ^^{ a[\ []{c]]
{c \|\ xa\{ac E{\|{c \| ]{D dac\|] {dd{\xC `^{c} E|c \| ``x{\{ac
{] ~{x E{\| \| a[^\/&
". See na 3]]x]( EU Insolvency Regulation and its Impact on European
Business( mV8QU= lQmV :V<=:6 ( " 0""/ 0]\\{c} dd^ ]\\] c ~{xx ^\{c
}`] E{\|{c \|{^ aEc ad]\{ xE \|\ ~xx a[\]{ a~ \| Vm :}[x\{ac [\ |Z
ca\ \ \|{] \{d/&
. See Restructuring & Insolvency in Germany( S=TpJ M=4VMM8 0l& (
"/( |\\`]$$EEE&xDaxa}C&ad$x{^^C$\{x&]`Ds}v~~'' ' "'
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{c]axZcC `^a{c}] a[\]{ a~ \| Vm :}[x\{ac?] z[^{]{\{ac(
T^dcC ~a[]] ac \| ^[\\x `^][d`\{ac a~  Wad`cC?]
c\^ a~ acad{ \{Z{\C(B E|{| {] ]{d{x^ \a m=LQ& px]a( U^c
]`^\] \| | a~~{ ~^ad m=LQ [] U^c| xE ]`{~{xxC
]\\] \|\ {~ \| | a~~{ {] ^a [\ \| m=LQ {] {c U^c(
U^c| a[^\] |Z z[^{]{\{ac&
2. European Case Law Definition of COMI
V[^a`c ] xE `^aZ{] {~~^c\ x}x `^{c{`x] c
`^a`a]{\{ac] ~a^ \| a[^\] \a ac]{^ E|c \^d{c{c}  ad`cC?]
m=LQ \a `^Zc\ ~a^[d ]|a``{c}& 6| az\{Z x}x `^{c{`x]
{cx[ E|^ c {c{Z{[x c  ac\\w E|^ c {c{Z{[x
y`] \|{^ |{\[x `x a~ ^]{cw E|^ \| m=LQ c \|
{c{Z{[x |] c xdc\ a~ `^dcc {c \|\ z[^{]{\{acw E|^
\| m=LQ {] ]^\{cx C \|{^ `^\{]w c {~ \| m=LQ {]
"" 0]\\{c} \| `^{d^C x}{]x\{ac }aZ^c{c} {c]axZcC {c T^dcC {]
\| V5 Qc]axZcC :}[x\{ac ~a^ Ld^ 8\\]/&
. See Qc]axZcAa^c[c} Qc]axZcC 8\\[\( l& "( "(
n5JlV8TV8V6nMp66( 6{x Q nTnM Q \ ( N  0T^&/ 0\^d{c{c} \|\ \|
{c]axZcC a[^\ {c \| {]\^{\ a~ \| c\^ a~ ]x~'d`xaC []{c]] \{Z{\C/w see
Restructuring & Insolvency in Germany( supra ca\  0D`x{c{c} \|\ \| E|c
\| ~a^{}c ad`cC?] Wc\^ a~ d{c {c\^]\]B {] xa\ a[\]{ a~ T^dcC( [\
\| ad`cC |] c ]\x{]| {c T^dcC( \| T^dc a[^\] c |Z
z[^{]{\{ac aZ^ \| {c]axZcC `^a{c}]/&
& <|{x{`` l[a{] \ x&( Insolvency and Directors’ Duties in France 0U& (
"/( |\\`]$$[y&`^\{xxE&\|ad]ac^[\^]&ad$"'"' 0W3|c \| |
a~~{ {] xa\ ^a [\ \| c\^ a~ d{c {c\^]\] 0m=LQ/ {] {c U^c(
`^a{c}] d[]\  addc ~a^ \| U^c| a[^\ |Z{c} z[^{]{\{ac E|^
\|\ m=LQ {] xa\&B/w see m=lV lV m=LLV:mV m& m=L& m=LLV:mQpM m=lV
^\& M"' 0U^&/ 0`^aZ{{c} z[^{]{\{ac \a \| U^c| a[^\] C `^\dc\ a^
][{Z{]{ac/&
. See Re L^{ " JQm| (  0J& Q^&/ 0]\\{c}  dza^ }ax a~ \| a[^\
]C]\d {] \a  Z{}{xc\ \a `^Zc\ ~a^[d ]|a``{c}/&
. See 8`^y]] S{xc :\{c}c 4x^\ Z& Sa^]\ Oac^ ncy " V3Sm
0m|/ (   0Vc}&/ 0]^{{c} \| ~\a^] {c~x[c{c} m=LQ \^d{c\{ac ]
{cx[{c} \| xa\{ac E|^ ac c  ac\\( c xdc\ a~ `^dcc( \|
`x E|^ ac c  ]^\{c( c \| ~xD{{x{\C ~a^ ]adac \a ^xa\ 
m=LQ Zc ac \| WZ a~ {c]axZcCB/&
. Re Ja^\|] n] QcZ& M\& " V3Sm 0m|/ (  0Vc}&/
0d`|]{A{c} m=LQ {] E|^ \|{^ `^\{] ^ x\ E{\| C ca\{c} \|^ {] x{\\x
]{}c{~{c \|\ a^ d\{c}] E^ ca\ |x {c Vc}xc [] \|{^ `^\{]
Ea[x ca\ |Z cC ycaEx} E|^ {^\a^ d\{c}] E^ |x ca^ Ea[x {\ |ax
cC ]{}c{~{c \a \| {^\a^]/w m] m' $" ( Qc\^{x 8^x Z& Uxx{dc\a

"
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^xa\( E|\|^ \| |c} {c m=LQ {] ac a~ ][]\c a^ Wd^
{xx[]{ac&B
Ua^ {c]\c( {c Re Macari( L^{ ^c  ~{]| c |{` ]|a` {c \|
:`[x{ a~ Q^xc( [\ ~\^ }\\{c}  {Za^( c [d[x\{c} x^}
\]( | daZ \a Ja^\|^c Q^xc& S x{d \a |Z ca
^d{c{c} []{c]] a^ `^a`^\C {c\^]\ {c \| :`[x{ a~ Q^xc( [\
| | ca ][~~{{c\ Z{c \|\ | |  ]\x x{cy a^  }^ a~
`^dcc {c Ja^\|^c Q^xc& S ~{x \a `^a[  ^c\ aay(
x]( a^ x{c] }^dc\( c |{] d{c ^{\a^ ]\{xx x{Z |
x{Z {c \| :`[x{ a~ Q^xc& " =c ``x( L^{ E] x \a
`^a[  ^c\ aay c  ac~{^d\{ac \|\ |{] ^{\a^] c \| cy
ycE a~ |{] daZ \a Ja^\|^c Q^xc&  6|{] xxaE \| a[^\ \a ^[x
|{] m=LQ E] {c Ja^\|^c Q^xc c ca\ \| :`[x{ a~ Q^xc& 
maddac xE {\\] \|\ a[^\] xaay ~a^ \| `x ~^ad E|{| 
\a^ D^{]] \| dc}dc\( a^}c{A\{ac( c ac\^ax a~ |{] a^
|^ {c\^]\]&  Qc Sparkasse v. Benk( ncy E]  ~a^d^ T^dc
^]{c\ `^\{{c} ca\^C E{\| |{] m=LQ {c T^dcC&  S x{d
| daZ ~^ad T^dcC \a Vc}xc c ]\x{]| |{] m=LQ {c
Qc\^{x 8^x( " V&m&:& Q'  ( Q' w m] m'$"( V[^a~aa QU8m M\&( ""
V&m&:& Q'( Q'&
& 8|{^]ac Z& 4x{xc'naC "" V3mp 0m{Z/ (  0Vc}&/ 0W6|
a[^\ E{xx c \a  ]\{]~{ \|\ \| |c} {c \| `x E|^ \| \{Z{\{] E|{|
~xx E{\|{c \| ac`\ a~ @d{c{]\^\{ac a~ |{] {c\^]\]? ^ ^^{ ac E|{| {] ]{
\a |Z a[^^ {]  |c} ] ac ][]\c c ca\ c {xx[]{acw c \|\ \|\
|c} |] \| c]]^C xdc\ a~ `^dcc&B/&
. See Re L^{ " JQm| \ ' 0]^{{c} |{] \ E{\| \| ncy a~
8a\xc c a\|^ \^^]( {cx[{c} 8{xZ{a :{\\ c 8ac] M\&/&
 . See id. ' 0addc\{c} \|\ | x]a | Ja^\|^c Q^xc c\{acx
{c][^c c[d^( x{Z {c Ja^\|^c Q^xc( E] ^{Z{c} c~{\] ~^ad Ja^\|^c
Q^xc( ^{Z d{x ^ c ^}{]\^ E{\|  a\a^ {c Ja^\|^c Q^xc( c
|x  cy a[c\ {c Ja^\|^c Q^xc/&
". Id. '&
. See id. '  0D`x{c{c} \|\ L^{ \ax \| a[^\ \|\ | | daZ \a
Ja^\|^c Q^xc `^dcc\xC( | ca {c\c\{ac a~ ^\[^c{c} \a \| :`[x{ a~
Q^xc( c | \ax ^{\a^] \|\ | | daZ \a Ja^\|^c Q^xc/&
. See id.  0~{c{c} |{] m=LQ E] {c Ja^\|^c Q^xc {c x{}|\ a~ L^{?]
|{\[x `x a~ ^]{c( \| [^\{ac a~ {}|\c dac\|] \ \|\ ^]{c( \|
]^\{c{x{\C a~ |{] ^]] C \|{^ `^\{]( c [] \| daZ E] ac a~
][]\c ] a``a] \a  ]|d \a c~{\ ~^ad  {~~^c\ {c]axZcC ^}{d/&
. See 8`^y]] S{xc :\{c}c 4x^\ Z& Sa^]\ Oac^ ncy " V3Sm
0m|/ (  0~{c{c} W@^}[x^ d{c{]\^\{ac? a~  \a^?] {c\^]\B/&
. Id. &
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Vc}xc E|c | E] ][]`c ]  ca\^C c ca xac}^ ^^{ ac
cC acad{ \{Z{\{] {c T^dcC&  S x{d | ^c\ c
`^\dc\ {c Vc}xc( aEc  ^( E] d`xaC ]  ]`a^\]
`|a\a}^`|^( | {c][^c( c ^^{ ac ca^dx C'\a'C x{~ {c
Vc}xc&  8`^y]]( \| ncy( ac\c \|\ ncy?] `^]c {c
Vc}xc E] \d`a^^C c ]{}c \a `^]c\ c {xx[]{ac \a \| a[^\
\|\ | | c Vc}x{]| m=LQ ]a \|\ | a[x \y Zc\} a~ \|
da^ ~Za^x {c]axZcC ^}{d&  6| a[^\ ~a[c \|\ ncy?]
m=LQ E] {c T^dcC [] 0/ |{] ]`a^\] `|a\a}^`|C []{c]]
E] ca\ ^xw  0/ | x{Z E{\|  za{c\ \cc\ c | c ~{cc{xxC
`cc\ ac |^ ]{c ^^{Z{c} {c Vc}xcw 0/ ncy]? ^{\a^] E^
xx {c T^dcC c | | ca\ }{Zc \|d  ca\{~{\{ac a~ |{] |c}
a~ m=LQ \a Vc}xcw c 0/ |{] acxC x{c\ E] {c T^dcC c xx
\| dacC D|c} E] T^dc&
6| V[^a`c ma[^\ a~ P[]\{ ^x{] ac \| ~axxaE{c} m=LQ
~\a^] 0/ E|^ \| ad`cC?] a~~{ c `^a[\{ac ~{x{\{] ^
xa\( 0/ E|^ \| ad`cC?] d`xaC] ^ xa\( c 0/
E|^ \| ad`cC?] cy a[c\] ^ |x&"" Qc \| ]d{cx ]
Eurofood( \| a[^\ \^d{c \|\ \| m=LQ E] {c Q^xc ^\|^
\|c Q\xC [] \| ^{\a^]? `^`\{ac E] \|\ \|C E^ x{c}
E{\|  ad`cC xa\ {c Q^xc c \| []{c]] E] ^^{ a[\ {c
Q^xc&" 6| V[^a`c ma[^\ a~ P[]\{ d`|]{A \|\ \|
. See id. 0D`x{c{c} \|\ ncy ^}[ \|\ |{] m=LQ E] \ xx d\^{x \{d]
{c Vc}xc Zc \|a[}| | E] {c T^dcC/&
. Id.
. Id. Y &
. See id.  0]\\{c} \|\ ncy?] []{c]] { ca\ ^_[{^ |{d \a \y }ax~{c}
\a[^] c ncy `[^`a]~[xxC ]|[x `|a\a}^`|C ]]]{ac] ^a[c a[^\ |^{c}]
\a dy {\ ]d x{y | E] []C Ea^y{c}( Zc \|a[}| {\ E] a~~ ]]ac( \a ^\
\| {xx[]{ac a~ `^dcc/&
. See id.  0^d^y{c} \|\ {\ E] [cx{yxC \|\ L^& 8|d{\( |{] acxC x{c\
{c T^dcC( Ea[x |Z c | ~{cc cC a~ L^& ncy?] \a[^] a^ \^{`]/&
"". See m] m' $" ( Qc\^{x 8^x Z& Uxx{dc\a Qc\^{x 8^x( " V&m&:& Q'
 ( Q'  0]\\{c} \|\ \|^ {]  ]`{~{ ]\ a~ {^[d]\c] \|\ {^^~[\xC
]\x{]| m=LQ {~ \| dc}dc\ a~  ad`cC c {\] ^}{]\^ a~~{ 0E|^
\| dc}{c} {]{ac] ^ D[\/ ^ {c \| ]d xa\{ac c ]^\{cx C
\|{^ `^\{]( \|c \|\ `x {] \| m=LQ/&
". See m] m'$"( V[^a~aa QU8m M\&( "" V&m&:& Q'( Q'
0D`x{c{c} \|\ \| `^][d`\{ac ~Za^{c} \| ^}{]\^ a~~{ xa\{ac c 
^[\\ {~ az\{Z c ]^\{cx ~\a^] c  [] \a ]\x{]| \|\  {~~^c\
\[x ]{\[\{ac D{]\] \|c ~^ad xa\{c} \| ad`cC \ \| ^}{]\^ a~~{/&

"
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``^c a~ Wx\\^aDB ad`c{] d[]\ ca\  \yc ]  \a^?]
m=LQ( dc{c} \| \a^ E] ca\ ^^C{c} a[\ cC []{c]] {c \|
xa\{ac a~ \| ^}{]\^ a~~{&"

l& QJm=J8Q86VJ6 m=LQ lVUQJQ6Q=J Q885V8
L[x\{`x m=LQ ~{c{\{ac] c ~~\ \| a[\ad a~  ]&"
ME] c  [c~{^xC ``x{ C {\|^ \| a[^\ `]]{c} \| ] ac\a
 {~~^c\ a[c\^C?] a[^\ a^ C |aa]{c}  \{d {c \| ad`cC?] x{~
E|{| a] ca\ ~{^xC ^`^]c\ \| ad`cC?] m=LQ&" 6| x{]\ a~
~\a^] [] \a ~{c m=LQ {] c{\|^ ad`^|c]{Z ca^ [c{~a^d
^a]] 5&8& c V[^a`c a[^\]&"
6| }ax a~ \^d{c{c} m=LQ {] \a ^[ ~a^[d ]|a``{c}w
|aEZ^( ~a^[d ]|a``{c} c ]\{xx a[^( ]`{xxC E|c \| `\{\{ac
\ {] [] \a \^d{c m=LQ&" p[]{Z ~a^[d ]|a``{c} a[^]
". See id.
". See, e.g.( In re L{xxcc{[d Txa& Vd^}{c} m^{\ L]\^ U[c M\&( 
n&:& ( " 0ncy^& 8&l&J&& "/ 0W6|] `\{ZxC ]{d`x m=LQ ~{c{\{ac]
|Z c}c^ ac]{^x x{\{}\{ac&B/&
". Compare La^c{c} L{]\ Sax{c}] M\& Z& O^C] 0In re U{^~{x 8c\^C M\&/(
 U& ( (  0 m{^& "/ 0|ax{c} \|\  \a^?] ~{x{c} ~a^ m|`\^ 
^a}c{\{ac {] E|c m=LQ ]|a[x  \^d{c/( and MZ{ Z& :c 0In re :c/( "
U& "( " 0\| m{^& ""/ 0Wmac}^]]?] |a{ \a [] \| `^]c\ \c] ^_[{^]
a[^\] \a Z{E \| m=LQ \^d{c\{ac {c \| `^]c\( {&& \ \| \{d \| `\{\{ac ~a^
^a}c{\{ac E] ~{x&B/( with In re Millennium Glob. Emerging Credit Master Fund
Ltd.(  n&:& \  0x{d{c} \| [] a~ m|`\^  `\{\{ac \ ] \| \ ~a^
\^d{c{c} m=LQ ^a}c{\{ac x] \a \| `a]]{{x{\C ~a^ ~a^[d ]|a``{c} []
{\ }{Z] `^{d ~{ ^a}c{\{ac \a  |c} a~ ^]{c \Ec \| {c\^c\{acx
`^a{c} c \| m|`\^  `^a{c}/( and In re Fairfield Sentry Ltd.(  U&
\  0]\\{c} \|\  a[^\ dC xaay \ \| \{d `^{a \Ec ~a^{}c {c]axZcC
`^a{c}] c \| ~{x{c} a~  m|`\^  `\{\{ac \a \^d{c {~ \| \a^ |]
dc{`[x\ {\] m=LQ {c  ~{\|/&
". Compare In re 8<|{c2( M\&(  n&:& "(  0ncy^& 8&l&J&& ""/
0x{]\{c} xa\{ac a~ \| \a^?] |_[^\^]( xa\{ac a~ ]]\]( c xa\{ac a~
^{\a^] ] ^xZc\ ~\a^] \a \^d{c{c} \| m=LQ/( with 8`^y]] S{xc
:\{c}c 4x^\ Z& Sa^]\ Oac^ ncy " V3Sm 0m|/ (   0Vc}&/
0x{]\{c} E|^ c {c{Z{[x c  ac\\( E|\|^ \| m=LQ |] c xdc\ a~
`^dcc( E|\|^ \| m=LQ {] ]^\{cx C \|{^ `^\{]( c E|\|^ \|
|c} {c m=LQ {] a~ ][]\c ] xdc\] \a  ac]{^ E|c \^d{c{c} c
{c{Z{[x?] m=LQ/&
". See In re Ran( " U& \ " 0Wp ]{d{x^ ] ^a[}|\ {dd{\xC ~\^
\| `^\C?] ^^{Zx {c \| 5c{\ 8\\] ~axxaE{c}  xac} `^{a a~ ad{{x {c \|
a[c\^C E|^ \| cy^[`\C {] `c{c} Ea[x x{yxC x \a  {~~^c\ ^][x\&B/&
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E|c  `^\C ]y] \a c\^ `^a{c}] {c ca\|^ ~a^{}c z[^{]{\{ac
{c a^^ \a a\{c  da^ ~Za^x x}x `a]{\{ac&" l\^^{c} ~a^[d
]|a``{c} |] c |Z{xC \ {c \| :]\ :}[x\{ac []
Z{c ]|aE] \|\ ad`c{] dC ]|{~\ \|{^ m=LQ ~a^ \| ]ax
`[^`a] a~ }{c{c} ]] \a  cE z[^{]{\{ac \|\ Ea[x |Z da^
~Za^x {c]axZcC xE] \|c \|{^ |ad z[^{]{\{ac&" Ua^
Dd`x( Sxx] 6xadd[c{\{ac] 0S6M/(  M[Dda[^}'
^}{]\^ ad`cC {c \| d{]\ a~ ~{cc{x \^a[x]( d{}^\ {\]
m=LQ( [\ ca\ {\] ^}{]\^ a~~{( ~^ad M[Dda[^} \a Macac&"
6|^ dac\|] x\^( S6M ``x{ \a \| Vc}x{]| a[^\ ~a^ \| a[^\ \a
|ax \|\ S6M | daZ {\] m=LQ \a Vc}xc&" 6| a[^\ ]C]\d
a] ca\ {c_[{^ {c\a \| ^]ac] ~a^ daZ{c} \| m=LQ& :}^x]](
S6M daZ \a  a[c\^C E{\|  da^ ~Za^x {c]axZcC `^a[^
]{d`xC [] {\ E] x \a&
p{\{acxxC( [c~{^xC ^`^]c\{c}  ad`cC?] m=LQ c x \a
 xy a~ aa`^\{ac \Ec a[c\^{]& Ua^ {c]\c( ]{c \| Vm
c :]\ :}[x\{ac] acxC xxaE ~a^ \| ]\\[\ \a ``xC E{\|{c \|
z[^{]{\{ac a~ \| V5 Ld^ 8\\]( a[^\] |Z  {~~{[x\ \{d
~{}[^{c} a[\ z[^{]{\{ac ~a^ a[c\^{] a[\]{ a~ \| V[^a`c

". See Vx{A\| p& LTaZ^c b Pd] S\|^( Forum Shopping – The End
of an Era?( TM=npM :V86:5m65:QJT 3p6mS 0LC  ( "/(
|\\`]$$EEE&}xax^]\^[\[^{c}E\|&ad$"$"$~a^[d']|a``{c}'\|'c'a~'
c'^$&
". Id.
" . See Forum Shopping, Portable COMI, and the Lessons of Wind Hellas(
P=JV8 lp 0l& ""/( |\\`$$EEE&zac]C&ad$~a^[d']|a``{c}'`a^\x'ad{'
c'\|'x]]ac]'a~'{E{c'|xx]'zac]'C'[]{c]]'^]\^[\[^{c}'^Z{E{''"'
""$&
". See id. 0D`x{c{c} \| \|^'dac\| \^c]{\{ac E] xxaE [] S6M
{c~a^d ^{\a^] a~ \| |c} a~ ^]]( d  `^]] cca[cdc\( a`c 
Macac cy a[c\( c ``a{c\ 5&O& ^]{c\ {c{Z{[x] ] {^\a^]/&
. See id. 0^}[{c} \|\ ]{c \| c\^x ac`\ a~ m=LQ {] \| { \|\ {\
Ea[x  [c~{^ \a xax ^{\a^] ~a^  \a^ \a  x \a Z{x {\]x~ a~ c
{c]axZcC ^}{d {c  z[^{]{\{ac a\|^ \|c E|\ {] ]^\{cx C \| ^{\a^(
 ad`cC \|\ c |c} {\] m=LQ {c  ^x\{ZxC ]|a^\ \{d ~^d ^c^] \|
`^a\\{ac a]ax\/&
. See MZ{ Z& :c 0In re :c/( " U& "( " 0\| m{^& ""/ 0]\\{c}
m=LQ ]|a[x ca\  [] {c  dcc^ \|\ Ea[x xxaE {\ \a  [] ]  ]|{x
}{c]\ ~a^{}c ^{\a^] Y ]`{xxC ]{c \| `[^`a] a~ \|] xE] {] \a `^ada\
aa`^\{ac c Za{ \| x{yx{|aa a~ ac~x{\{c} m=LQ \^d{c\{ac]/&

"
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5c{ac& pca\|^ Dd`x {] {xx[]\^\ {c In re Maruko( {c E|{|
L^[ya Ec\ cy^[`\ {c P`c&  8{c P`c?] cy^[`\C
`^a{c}] ^ ^]\^{\ {c ]a`( \| `^a{c}] { ca\ {cx[ |{]
a\|^ ]]\] {c a[c\^{] x{y p[]\^x{( E|^ \| cy^[`\C xE }Z
\| da^\}} \aa d[| `aE^& Qc a^^ \a }{c `^a\\{ac( |
][^ ^{\a^] {c \| 5c{\ 8\\] [] | ycE \| a[^\]
Ea[x }^c\ |{d  ]\C aZ^ \| a\|^ `^a{c}]& Q~ xx \|^
a[c\^{] | \| ]d ac`\ a~ m=LQ( \|c \| a[c\^{] a[x
|Z aa`^\ c ^\ d{c c cac'd{c ~a^{}c
`^a{c}]& pca\|^ Dd`x {cx[] nmmQ(  ad`cC
{ca^`a^\ {c M[Dda[^} E{\| d{c a~~{] {c Macac& 6|
ad`cC daZ {\] d{c a~~{] y \a \| 5c{\ p^ Vd{^\] \a
Za{ \| 5c{\ O{c}ad?] cy^[`\C xE]&

QQQ& pJpM8Q8
p& V5:=<VpJ mp8V Mp3 3QMM nVJVUQ6 U:=L 6SV :Vmp86
:VT5Mp6Q=J 6= :Vl5mV U=:5L 8S=<<QJT
6| :]\ :}[x\{ac E] ^\ \a ^\{[x\ ]`{~{ m=LQ
~\a^]( E|{| |Z c ~a[c {c 5&O& ] xE ]{c \| c\dc\
a~ \| Vm :}[x\{ac( [\ {\ |] C\ \a  [] E{\|{c ^a]]'a^^
{c]axZcC ]]&" 6| :]\ :}[x\{ac?] }ax {] \a ^[ ~a^[d
]|a``{c}( E|{| {] \| ]d }ax \|\ |] c ]\^]] {c a\| ^c\
& p\{ac] c  {]d{]] [] \| a[^\] a[x ca\ aa`^\ `^a`^xC
\Ec a[c\^{]& See Od]xC Z& n^xC] ncy " V3Sm 0m|/ ( "
0Vc}&/ 0]\\{c} \| ^}[dc\ ^]\ ac E|\|^ m=LQ E] {c \| 5&8& a^ 5&O&(
x{c} \a {cz[c\{ac] ~^ad a\| a[^\] [] {{c} E|{| a[c\^C |] \|
~a^{}c d{c {c]axZcC `^a{c} |] x \a ad`x{\{ac] \|\ \| [^^c\ ma[^\
cca\ ~{}[^ a[\/&
. See generally Pa|c p&V& <a\\aE( The Myth (and Realities) of Forum
Shopping in Transnational Insolvency(  n:==O& P& QJ6?M M& ( "'" 0""/
0{][]]{c} In re L^[ya( Qc&( "" n&:&  0ncy^& 8&l& mx&  //&
. See id.
. See id.
. See id. \ "'" 0`^{\{c} \|\ | xx \|^ z[^{]{\{ac] c [c{Z^]x{]\]
a^ \^^{\a^{x{]\]( \| a``a^\[c{\C ~a^[d ]|a``{c} c ^x{\{}\{ac Ea[x |Z ~{x/&
. See id. \  &
 . See id.
". See Insolvency Update( supra ca\ ( \  0Wpx\|a[}| ]]c\{xxC ]\\{c}
E|\ |] c Zxa` C ] xE {c ^x\{ac \a m=LQ \^d{c\{ac] ]{c \|
Vm :}[x\{ac( \|] cE ^[x] `^aZ{ Exad x^{\C&B/&

"
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c ax^ V[^a`c ]]&
1. The Recast Regulation Adds Weight to the Factor of Creditor
Perception when Determining COMI and this Would Reduce
Forum Shopping
U\a^] c \a \^d{c m=LQ [][xxC |Z \| ]d E{}|\(
[\ \| :]\ :}[x\{ac ^\{[x\] \| c \a ~a[] ac E|^
^{\a^] \|{cy \| \a^?] m=LQ {]& 6| a[^\ {c Re Macari
[\{ac \|\ \| xy a~  ad`x\ x{]\ a~ ~\a^] c {\{acx ~\](
]|a[x a`^\ ]  x^ E^c{c} \|\ a[\ad] a[x  Z]\xC
{~~^c\& 6| ``x {c Re Macari a[^^ [] \| ~cc\
{ ca\ }{Z xx a~ \| c]]^C m=LQ {c~a^d\{ac c \a dy 
`^a`^ ^}[dc\w | { ca\ `^aZ{  ^c\ aay ~a^ `^d{]] x](
\|^ E] ca x] a^ \ccC }^dc\( c |{] ^{\a^ x{Z |{]
ax ^]] E] |{] m=LQ& Q~ xx a~ \| ~\] E^ }{Zc a^{}{cxxC(
{c]\ a~ z[]\ |{] \]\{dacC E{\| ca Z{c( \| a[^\ \^d{c
\|\ \| `^Z{a[] a[^\ dC |Z ^|  {~~^c\ acx[]{ac& 6|
`^Z{a[] a[^\ \^d{c |{] m=LQ E] ca\ {c Ja^\|^c Q^xc x{y
\| ~cc\ x{d( [\ {c]\ {c \| :`[x{ a~ Q^xc& l[^{c}
\| ``x]( \| addac xE ~\a^] x \| a[^\ \a acx[ \|\ \|
m=LQ E] {c Ja^\|^c Q^xc [] {\ E] |{] |{\[x `x a~
^]{c( \| ^]] {] ]^\{cx C \|{^ `^\{]( c \| daZ
~^ad \| :`[x{ a~ Q^xc \a Ja^\|^c Q^xc E]  daZ a~
][]\c c ca\ z[]\ d^ {xx[]{ac&

. See Recast Regulation( supra ca\ ( \  0WpZa{ {cc\{Z] ~a^ `^\{]
\a \^c]~^ & & & z[{{x `^a{c}] ~^ad ac Ld^ 8\\ \a ca\|^( ]y{c} \a
a\{c  da^ ~Za^x x}x `a]{\{ac \a \| \^{dc\ a~ \| }c^x aC a~
^{\a^]Bw W\|{] :}[x\{ac ]|a[x ac\{c  c[d^ a~ ]~}[^] {d \
`^Zc\{c} ~^[[xc\ c []{Z ~a^[d ]|a``{c}& & & &B/&
. See Re L^{ " JQm| (  0J& Q^&/&
. See id. ( &
. See id. &
. See id&  0]\\{c} \| `^Z{a[] a[^\ ~a[c \| ``xxc\ { ca\ |Z
][~~{{c\ Z{c \a `^aZ | |  ]\x x{cy c  }^ a~ `^dcc {c
Ja^\|^c Q^xc/&
. See id.  (  0cxCA{c} \| a[dc\] ^{Z ~a^ `^aa~ {cx[{c} 
^c\ aay(  a[dc\ a~ `Cdc\]( |{] {c][^c c[d^( c ~~{Z{\ ac~{^d{c}
\| ncy a~ 8a\xc ycaE] | ^]{] {c Ja^\|^c Q^xc( c  x\\^ ~^ad ac a~
|{] d{c ^{\a^] ac~{^d{c} \|{^ ycaEx} a~ |{] daZ/&

"
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5]{c} \| ~\a^] ~a[c {c Eurofood( \| a[^\ ~a[c c \| ~~\{Z
cxC]{] ~a^ \^d{c{c} m=LQ ~a[]] ac \| a^`a^\{ac?] c^Z
c\^ [] \| |_[^\^] E] E|^ \|^ E] W^x
dc}dc\B a~ \| []{c]]& p{\{acxxC( \| a[^\ D`xa^
\{x] {cx[{c} \| xa\{ac a~ \| a~~{]( a^ dd^]( c \|
a^?] d\{c}]& ma[^\] |Z \^\ \|] ~\a^] E{\| _[x
E{}|\( x{c} \a  `^\{[x^{A Dd{c\{ac a~ \| ~\] {c |
] E{\| \| ax Vm :}[x\{ac( ^][x\{c} {c  {~~^c\ Zx[\{ac(
\|[]( {~~^c\ acx[]{ac]& 6| E{}|\ {] {d`a^\c\ {c Re Macari
]{c L^{ { ca\ }{Z xx a~ \| ~\] \| ~{^]\ \{d( x{c} \a 
{~~^c\ ^][x\ [^{c} \| ``x&"
Q~ \| a^{}{cx a[^\ | \| :]\ :}[x\{ac {c]\ a~ z[]\ \|
Vm :}[x\{ac( {\ x{yxC Ea[x |Z ^[x L^{?] m=LQ E] {c
Ja^\|^c Q^xc [] \| a^{}{cx a[^\ Ea[x |Z ^_[]\ 
x\\^ ~^ad L^{?] ^{\a^]( \|^~a^ |Z{c} ca c ~a^ c
``x& p``xC{c} \| :]\ :}[x\{ac Ea[x |Z ]Z \{d(
dacC( c z[{{x ^]a[^] [] \| \^d{c\{ac a~ m=LQ
Ea[x  {dd{\( c  ]\^{c}c\ cxC]{] Ea[x ca\ \y `x&
2. The Recast Regulation’s Specific Timeline for when to Consider a
Debtor’s COMI Helps Reduce Forum Shopping
6| :]\ :}[x\{ac Ea[x ca\ acxC ]| da^ {c]{}|\ ac \| x{]\
a~ ~\] {c Re Macari [] \| :]\ :}[x\{ac ] {\{acx
E{}|\ \a ^{\a^ `^`\{ac( [\ x]a \| :]\ :}[x\{ac acxC
^]]] \| \|^'dac\| `^{a ~a^ \| }{cc{c} a~ \|
. See n[~~a^( supra ca\ ( \  '"w see also m] m'$"( V[^a~aa
QU8m M\&( "" V&m&:& Q'"&
. See n[~~a^( supra ca\ ( \ "&
 . See id. \ " c& 0]\\{c} \|\ \| {~~^c {c Z{c `^]c\ \a \|
a[^\] |c}] \| m=LQ {]{ac]( ]a \| Z{c `^]c\ d\\^] z[]\ ] d[|
] \| E{}|\ }{Zc \a \| ~\a^]/&
". See Re L^{ " JQm| (  0J& Q^&/ 0]\\{c} \|^ E] ca a}c\
Z{c ~^ad \| ~{^]\ ] \a `^aZ  ]\x x{cy c  }^ a~ `^dcc {c
Ja^\|^c Q^xc/w n[~~a^( supra ca\ ( \ " c&&
. See Recast Regulation( supra ca\ ( \  0W8`{x ac]{^\{ac ]|a[x
 }{Zc \a \| ^{\a^] c \a \|{^ `^`\{ac ] \a E|^  \a^ ac[\] \|
d{c{]\^\{ac a~ {\] {c\^]\]&B/&
. See Re L^{ " JQm| \  0[^}{c} `^\{\{ac^] \a c][^ xx ~\]
^ x{ a[\ \ \| ~{^]\ {c]\c \a ^ ac]_[c] a~ ``x]/&
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{c]axZcC `\{\{ac& 6| a[^\ {c Re Macari { ca\ dc\{ac E|c
L^{ daZ( [\ \| ]][d`\{ac {] \|\ | daZ ~\^ |{] {Za^
ac LC ( ""& 3a^y{c} E{\| \| ]][d`\{ac \|\ W\| ``xxc\
x{d] \|\ \| ^]{[x {xx'E{xx \aE^] |{d ~^ad |{] ~a^d^ E{~ E]
{c x^} `^\ ^]`ac]{x ~a^ |{d ~x{c} \| :`[x{ a~ Q^xc c
daZ{c} \a Ja^\|^c Q^xc(B | Ea[x |Z daZ {c `xc\C a~ \{d
~a^ \| `\{\{ac \&
Sparkasse x]a x] E{\| \| `^]][^ \a ^[ ~a^[d ]|a``{c}&
6| a[^\ E] Ea^^{ \|\ ncy E] ~a^[d ]|a``{c} [] \|
`^{a a~ cy^[`\C {c T^dcC {] d[| xac}^ \|c {c \| 5c{\
O{c}ad( ]`{xxC [] | Wx^xC ^}^ T^dc xE ]
a[\\ c Vc}x{]| xE ] da^ {Z{x{A&B 6| ~cc\
x{d \a |Z daZ \a Vc}xc ^{}|\ ~a^ {c]axZcC
`^a{c}] E^ a`c {c T^dcC( [\ \| a[^\ ~a[c |{] m=LQ
\a  T^dcC [] 0/ | ]{ | a`c [`  `|a\a}^`|C ]\[{a
{c Vc}xc E{\|a[\ Z^ [C{c}  d^w 0/ | ^c\ c `^\dc\
E|{| E] ]adac x]?] ~[^c{]| `^\dc\w 0/ | { ca\ ca\{~C
|{] T^dc ^{\a^] \|\ | E] daZ{c} \a Vc}xcw c 0/ | ]\{xx
^d{c ac \| :}{]\^ a~ Ja\^{] {c T^dcC E|{x | E] {c
Vc}xc&
6| a[^\?] {]{ac x{}c] {^\xC E{\| E|\ \| :]\ :}[x\{ac
^\{[x\]( \| a[^\ `{ \\c\{ac \a \| \ ncy ]{ | daZ \a
Vc}xc c E|c \| `^a{c} E] a`c& 8{c ncy \^{ \a
]]^\ |{] Vc}x{]| m=LQ \E{( \| a[^\ E] ac^c \|\ | E]
\\d`\{c} \a ~a^[d ]|a`&" 6|{] ] Ea[x |Z c~{\\ }^\xC
~^ad \| :]\ :}[x\{ac [] \| ~{c{\{Z \{dx{c a~ ]{D
dac\|] {c \| ^}[x\{ac Ea[x |Z [] \|{] ] \a  \|^aEc a[\
. See Recast Regulation( supra ca\ ( \  0]\\{c}  \a^ d[]\ |Z
daZ |{] m=LQ \|^ dac\|] `^{a^ \a \| ]\^\ a~ \| {c]axZcC `^a{c}]/&
. See Re L^{ " JQm| \ &
. See id.
. See 8`^y]] S{xc :\{c}c 4x^\ Z& Sa^]\ Oac^ ncy " V3Sm
0m|/ (  0Vc}&/ 0W3|cZ^ \|^ ^ {~~^c] \Ec ac cy^[`\C
]C]\d c ca\|^( \| x]] |^]| ]C]\d E{xx {cZ{\xC \\^\ \| \\c\{ac a~ \|a]
E{]|{c} \a Za{ \| ]\^{\^ ]C]\d&B/&
. Id.
. See id. ( '&
 . See id. &
". See id. &

"
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{dd{\xC& 6| :]\ :}[x\{ac ]\\] \|\ {c \| ] a~ c
{c{Z{[x E|a {] D^{]{c} c {c`cc\ []{c]]( a^ {c \|{] ](
 `^a~]]{acx \{Z{\C( \| \a^ |] \a ^xa\ |{] a^ |^ ^}{]\^
a~~{ E{\|{c \|^ dac\|] `^{a^ \a \| ^_[]\ a~ \| a`c{c} a~ \|
{c]axZcC `^a{c}]&

n& pJpMQJT 5&8& mp8V Mp3 58QJT 6SV :Vmp86 :VT5Mp6Q=J
3=5Ml SVM< 86:VpLMQJV QJ8=M4VJm mp8V8
pcxCA{c} 5&8& ]] []{c} \| :]\ :}[x\{ac |x`] {]\{c}[{]|
{d`a^\c\ m=LQ ~\a^] ~^ad x]] `^][]{Z ~\a^]& 6| :]\
:}[x\{ac |] acxC [{x\ [`ac \| Vm :}[x\{ac( dy{c} \| ~\a^]
da^ ]`{~{& 6| 5JmQ6:pM Lax ME( E|{| 5c{\ 8\\]
xE] ^~x\ {c {\] c\{^\C( acxC ~{c] m=LQ ] \| `x a~ 
\a^?] ^}{]\^ a~~{& 6| a^{}{cx Vm :}[x\{ac ] c
{d`a^\c\ ~\a^ a~ \| m=LQ {c} W]^\{cx C \|{^ `^\{](B
E|{| {] xc}[} ca\ ~a[c {c \| 5JmQ6:pM Lax ME ca^ {c
m|`\^  a~ \| 5&8& ma& 6|{^ `^\C ycaEx}dc\ a[`x
E{\| \| :]\ :}[x\{ac?] c^^aE^ ~{c{\{ac( ]\^]]] \|
{d`a^\c a~ ]`{x ac]{^\{ac }{Zc \a W^{\a^] c \a \|{^
`^`\{ac ] \a E|^  \a^ ac[\] \| d{c{]\^\{ac a~ {\]
{c\^]\]&B Ly{c} ^{\a^ `^`\{ac c {d`a^\c\ m=LQ ~\a^
ad] ~^ad \| ^\{acx \|\ {c]axZcC {]  ~a^]x ^{]y( ]a
`a\c\{x ^{\a^] d[]\ ycaE E|^ \| \a^ {] xa\ c E|^
x}x ^{]y] Ea[x  ]][d {c c {c]axZcC `^a{c}&

. See id.
. See Recast Regulation( supra ca\ ( \ &
. See, e.g.( id. 0]\\{c} m=LQ ]|a[x  ]^\{cx C \|{^ `^\{]/w In re
L{xxcc{[d Txa& Vd^}{c} m^{\ L]\^ U[c M\&(  n&:& (  0ncy^&
8&l&J&& "/ 0~{c{c} \| da]\ {d`a^\c\ ~\a^ {] E|\|^ \| m=LQ E]
]^\{cx C \|{^ `^\{]/& But see In re 8<|{c2( M\&(  n&:& "(  0ncy^&
8&l&J&& ""/ 0xy{c}  ~\a^ \|\ |] \a a E{\| \|{^ `^\C ^a}c{\{ac/&
. See Recast Regulation( supra ca\ ( \  0W6| Vm :}[x\{ac {]
~[c\{ac{c} Exx {c }c^x [\ & & & {\ Ea[x  ]{^x \a {d`^aZ \| ``x{\{ac
a~ ^\{c a~ {\] `^aZ{]{ac] {c a^^ \a c|c \| ~~\{Z d{c{]\^\{ac a~ ^a]]'
a^^ {c]axZcC `^a{c}]&B/&
. See UNCITRAL Model Law( supra ca\ ( \ &
. EC Regulation( supra ca\ ( \ &
. Recast Regulation( supra ca\ ( \ &
. See n[~~a^( supra ca\ ( \ &
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6| {d`a^\c a~  \a^?] m=LQ {c} ]^\{cx C \|{^
`^\{]( c ]`{xxC ^{\a^ xa\{ac c `^`\{ac( c acxC 
~a[c E{\|{c 5&8& ] xE& 8{c \| 5&8& a[^\] a[x ca\ ^xC ac
]\\[\a^C xc}[}( \|{^ ~\a^] E^ {]^\{ac^C&" p ad{c\{ac
a~ cC a~ \| ~\a^] a[x x \a {~~^c\ ^][x\] ] ac E|\
~\a^] \| a[^\] d \a  da^ {d`a^\c\& 6| m=LQ ~\a^]
|Z |x` \| V[^a`c 5c{ac ^[ ~a^[d ]|a``{c}( E|{| {] c
{d`a^\c\ }ax ^\{[x\ {c \| :]\ :}[x\{ac& px\|a[}| ~a^[d
]|a``{c} ^d{c]  `^axd {c \| 5c{\ 8\\]( \| 5JmQ6:pM
Lax ME c m|`\^  |Z ca\ ^\{[x\ cC ]ax[\{ac] a^ }ax]
\a ^{\ \|{] `^axd&
1. The Recast Regulation Codifies Third Party Acknowledgment and
Creditor Perception which Does Not Exist in U.S. Statutory Law
6| {}}]\ {~~^c \Ec \| :]\ :}[x\{ac c 5&8&
]] {] \| ~a[] ac \|{^ `^\C ycaEx}dc\& Q~ \| 5c{\
8\\] ~axxaE] {c \| V[^a`c 5c{ac?] ~aa\]\`]( \|^ Ea[x  da^
[\|a^{\C \a xxaE []{c} W]^\{cx C \|{^ `^\{]B ]  x}{\{d\
m=LQ ~{c{\{ac {c]\ a~ ~axxaE{c} addac xE&
Qc In re Millennium Global( \|^ E^ acxC \|^ ~\a^] \|\
`a{c\ \a n^d[ {c} \| ~cc\?] m=LQ( [\ \| a[^\
 . See, e.g.( In re L{xxcc{[d Txa& Vd^}{c} m^{\ L]\^ U[c M\&( 
n&:& (  0ncy^& 8&l&J&& "/ 0WQc {\{ac \a \| ~\ \|\ n^d[ E] \|
acxC m=LQ ^]acxC ]^\{cx C \|{^ `^\{]( \|^ {] {c][~~{{c\ Z{c
{c \|{] ] \|\ ]\x{]|] \| m=LQ {c  xa\{ac a\|^ \|c n^d[&B/w In re n^
8\^c] S{}|'T^ 8\^[\[^ m^{\ 8\^\}{] L]\^ U[c( M\&(  n&:& (
" 0ncy^& 8&l&J&& ""/ 0WV| a~ \| U[c]? ^x ]\ c \|^~a^ \|{^
m=LQ {] \| 5c{\ 8\\]( \| `x & & & {] \|^~a^ ]^\{cx C \|{^
`^\{]& & & &B/&
". See In re n\a^`( M\&( "" n&:& ( ' 0ncy^& l& JZ& "" / 0x{]\{c}
d[x\{`x ~\a^] c D`x{c{c} \|\ \| ~a^d[x\{ac |] c a`\ a^ [] C
da]\ a[^\] \|\ |Z ^]] \| ad`acc\] a~ m=LQ/&
. See, e.g.( Sxxay( supra ca\ ( \ " 0D`x{c{c} Wx\\^aDB ad`c{]
\|\ a ca\ ac[\ []{c]] {c \| a[c\^C E|^ \|C ^ {ca^`a^\ cca\ []
\| ~a^dx{\C a~ \|{^ ^}{]\^ a~~{ \a z[]\{~C ^a}c{\{ac ] m=LQ/&
. See Recast Regulation( supra ca\ ( \ w infra ca\   0{][]]{c} |aE
\| 5c{\ 8\\] ]\{xx {cZ{\] ~a^[d ]|a``{c}/&
. See, e.g.( MZ{ Z& :c 0In re :c/( " U& "( " 0\| m{^& ""/ 0WQ\
{] {d`a^\c\ \|\ \| \a^?] m=LQ  ]^\{cx C \|{^ `^\{]&B/&
. See id. \ " 0]\\{c} \|\ \|{^ `^\C a]^Z\{ac a~  \a^?] m=LQ {]
ac]{]\c\ E{\| Vc}x{]| ]] {c\^`^\{c} \| Vm :}[x\{ac/&

"
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x{Z {\ E] ]^\{cx C \|{^ `^\{]( E|{| d\\^ da^
\|c \| ~\a^] `a{c\{c} \a \| 5c{\ O{c}ad ] \| m=LQ& 6|
a[^\ ]`c\ \{d cxCA{c} \| 5JmQ6:pM Lax ME c \| 5&8&
m|`\^  cy^[`\C xE \a ca Z{x& 8{c \|^ E] ca }[{c
~^ad ]\\[\a^C xE( \| a[^\ \[^c acxC \a ] xE& 8{c \|
:]\ :}[x\{ac ~a[]] ac xxaE{c} ^{\a^] \a \^d{c E|^
\|C `^{Z  \a^?] m=LQ \a ( \| a[^\ Ea[x |Z c x
\a [\ad\{xxC \^d{c n^d[ ] \| U[c]? m=LQ( []
\|{] E] E|^ \| ^{\a^] ]][d {\ \a & 6|^ Ea[x  ca
c ~a^ ~[^\|^ cxC]{] {~ \| 5c{\ 8\\] a{~{ ^{\a^
`^`\{ac {c\a \| xE&
p] ca\|^ Dd`x( \| a[^\ {c In re SPhinX xaay \a V[^a`c
]\\[\a^C c ] xE( {cx[{c} \| Vm :}[x\{ac( [] \|
5c{\ 8\\] { ca\ |Z cC ]] {cZaxZ{c}  m=LQ {]`[\ [c^
{\] xE& 6| a[^\ {\] ^x{ |Z{xC ac \| Vm :}[x\{ac c Zc
\^d{c ^{\a^] |Z c {d`a^\c\ `[^`a]&" Q~ \|{] ] E]
{ \aC E{\| \| :]\ :}[x\{ac( \| a[^\?] d`|]{] ac
^{\a^?] ][``a^\ ~a^ \| m=LQ ca\ {c} {c \| mCdc Q]xc]
Ea[x  da^ \|c z[]\ {\& Q\ Ea[x  \| ]ax \^d{c{c} ~\a^
[] \| ^{\a^ ycaEx}dc\ Ea[x a[\E{}| \| a\|^
~\a^]( {cx[{c} \| ^}{]\^ a~~{ {c} {c \| mCdc Q]xc]&
px\|a[}| \| a[^\?] \Ec\C'\Ea'`} cxC]{] x \a \| ]d
acx[]{ac(  ]\\[\a^C ^~^c `a{c\ Ea[x |Z ]Z \| a[^\
\{d c ~~a^\ ~^ad |Z{c} \a ^]^| ~a^{}c xE] c

. See In re L{xxcc{[d Txa& Vd^}{c} m^{\ L]\^ U[c M\&(  n&:& (
 0ncy^& 8&l&J&& "/ 0~{c{c} \|\ m=LQ {c n^d[ E] ]^\{cx C
\|{^ `^\{] [] \|^ E]  n^d['] a^ a~ {^\a^] c xx {cZ]\a^]
]c\ \|{^ ]| \a c a[c\ {c n^d[/&
. Id. \ &
. See id. 0xaay{c} \a In re SPhinX ~a^  x{]\ a~ m=LQ ~\a^] {c E|{| \a
cxCA/&
. See Recast Regulation( supra ca\ ( \ &
 . See, e.g.( In re 8<|{c2( M\&(  n&:& "(  0ncy^& 8&l&J&& ""/
0W6|^ ``^ \a  ca `[x{]| ]] {cZaxZ{c}  {]`[\ aZ^ m=LQ [c^
m|`\^ &B/&
". See id. 0{\{c} \a \| Vm :}[x\{ac c _[a\{c} Eurofood ] \a \| ^{\a^]?
{c\^]\]/&
. See id. \  0{{c} E|\|^ \| ma[^\ ]|a[x cC \| ^_[]\ \a
^a}c{A \| m=LQ ] \| mCdc Q]xc] ~a^ xy a~ ac\\]/&
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z[^{]`^[c&
p]  ac\^]\( \| In re Fairfield Sentry ``^a| {] `^axd\{
[] \| a[^\ x{Z \| m=LQ ]|a[x ca\  ]^\{cx \a
\|{^ `^\{] [^{c} \| x{~ a~ \| \a^?] ad`cC ~a^ \| a`c{c}
a~ \| `^a{c}& 6| a[^\ {c \|{] ] x{Z \|\ ^{\a^]
Ea[x xaay \a \| xE a~ \| z[^{]{\{ac \| \a^ E] a`^\{c}
~^ad( dc{c} \|\ \| ^{\a^ a^ \|{^ `^\C Ea[x ~a[] ac \|
z[^{]{\{ac ~a^ a{c} []{c]] E{\| \| `^\C& 6|{] {] ca\ \| ]
[] \|{^ `^\{] cca\ `^{\ \| z[^{]{\{ac a~ ~[\[^
{c]axZcCw |aEZ^( E{\| \| :]\ :}[x\{ac( ^{\a^] Ea[x
|Z  ]C {~ \|C \|{cy \| ad`cC |] `[^`a]~[xxC daZ
xa\{ac]&
2. U.S. Law Lacks the Recast Regulation’s Ability to Reduce Forum
Shopping without Codified Timelines
p{\{acxxC( \| a[^\ {c In re Millennium Global | \a \[^c \a
V[^a`c xE \a { E|c \| \a^?] ]\x{]|dc\ a~ {\]
[]{c]] }c& 6| a[^\ xaay \ \| Vm :}[x\{ac( E|{| a]
ca\ Ea^^C a[\ \| addcdc\ a~ \Ea {~~^c\ `^a{c}]
[] xx dd^] a~ \| V[^a`c 5c{ac ^ [\ad\{xxC
^_[{^ \a ^a}c{A ~a^{}c `^a{c}] ~^ad \| {c{\{x \ a~
`\{\{ac&  macZ^]xC( {c \| 5c{\ 8\\] m|`\^  ][`^]] \|
[\|a^{\C a~ \| 5JmQ6:pM Lax ME&
& 6| [x\{d\ {^ E] E|\|^ {\ E] ]^\{cx C ^{\a^] c \|{^
`^\{]& See Recast Regulation( supra ca\ ( \  0~a[]{c} ac ^{\a^ c \|{^'
`^\C ycaEx}dc\ ~a^ m=LQ \^d{c\{ac]/&
& Sxxay( supra ca\ ( \ "w see MZ{ Z& :c 0In re :c/( " U& "(
" 0\| m{^& ""/ 0]\\{c}  m=LQ \|\ {] ]^\{cx \a \|{^ `^\{] {]
{d`a^\c\/&
. See Sxxay( supra ca\ ( \ "&
. See Recast Regulation( supra ca\ ( \  0W8`{x ac]{^\{ac ]|a[x
 }{Zc \a \| ^{\a^] c \a \|{^ `^`\{ac ] \a E|^  \a^ ac[\] \|
d{c{]\^\{ac a~ {\] {c\^]\]&B/&
. See In re L{xxcc{[d Txa& Vd^}{c} m^{\ L]\^ U[c M\&(  n&:& (
 0ncy^& 8&l&J&& "/ 0x{d{c} \| Vm :}[x\{ac E] \| ~{^]\ dza^
x}{]x\{ac \a d`xaC \| \^d] m=LQ c ]\x{]|dc\/&
. See n[~~a^( supra ca\ ( \  0]\\{c} \| Vm :}[x\{ac E] \|
`^{c{`x ]a[^ ~a^ {c\^c\{acx aa`^\{ac E{\|{c \| V[^a`c 5c{ac []
\| Vm :}[x\{ac aZ^^{] Z^C {c{Z{[x Ld^ a[c\^C?] c\{acx xE/&
. See In re Millennium Glob. Emerging Credit Master Fund Ltd.(  n&:& \

"
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Q~ \| 5c{\ 8\\] a{~{ ]`{~{ \] {c \| :]\
:}[x\{ac( \| a[^\ {c In re Millennium Global Ea[x  x \a
_[{yxC d \| \a^?] m=LQ {c n^d[ [] {\ E] E{\|{c
\| \|^'dac\| `^{a ^\{[x\ {c \| :}[x\{ac {c]\ a~
]`c{c} \{d cxCA{c} d[x\{`x [\|a^{\{]&"
ma[^\] |Z c Ea^^{ a[\ \| `a]]{{x{\C a~ ~a^[d ]|a``{c}
]{c \| \a^ Ea[x  x \a |c} ^]{c] \Ec \| \
a~ \| ~a^{}c `^a{c} c \| m|`\^  `\{\{ac \& 6|
]|xxaE `^][d`\{ac a~ m=LQ {c}  \a^?] ^}{]\^ a~~{(
a{~{ {c \| 5JmQ6:pM Lax ME c 5&8& xE( Ea^^{] a[^\]
[] {\ c x \a ~a^[d ]|a``{c}( E|{| \| :]\ :}[x\{ac
]\~]\xC az\] \a& Qc In re Bear Stearns( \| \a^?] ^}{]\^
a~~{ c `x a~ {ca^`a^\{ac] E] {c \| mCdc Q]xc]( [\ \|
a[^\ ^~[] \a ^a}c{A \| mCdc Q]xc] ] \| m=LQ []
\| \a^ | ca a\|^ acc\{ac \a \| ^& 6| ~\a^] c
\a ^[\ \| `^][d`\{ac a~ ^}{]\^ a~~{ ] m=LQ ^ acxC
Z{xx {c addac xE {c \| 5c{\ 8\\]& Q~ \| a[^\ [] \|
:]\ :}[x\{ac( {\ Ea[x ad \a \| ]d acx[]{ac( [\ \|^a[}|
 {~~^c\ cxC]{]& Qc]\ a~ cxCA{c} E|C \| mCdc Q]xc]
 0W6| \ a~ \| a`c{c} a~ {c{\{x {c]axZcC `^a{c} {] \| acxC \ \|\
\| a^{}{cx ^~\] a~ \| \^d ~a^ \| Vm :}[x\{ac a[x |Z ac\d`x\&B/w
EC Regulation( supra ca\ ( \  0Wp[\ad\{ ^a}c{\{ac a~ {c]axZcC
`^a{c}] \a E|{| \| xE a~ \| a`c{c} ]\\ ca^dxxC ``x{]& & & &B/&
 . See Recast Regulation( supra ca\ ( \  0W6| \a^ |] ^xa\ {\]
^}{]\^ a~~{ a^ `^{c{`x `x a~ []{c]] \a ca\|^ Ld^ 8\\ E{\|{c \|
'dac\| `^{a `^{a^ \a \| ^_[]\ ~a^ a`c{c} {c]axZcC `^a{c}]& & & &B/&
". See In re Millennium Glob. Emerging Credit Master Fund Ltd.(  n&:& \
&
. See In re n^ 8\^c] S{}|'T^ 8\^[\[^ m^{\ 8\^\}{] L]\^ U[c(
M\&(  n&:& (  0ncy^& 8&l&J&& ""/ 0]\\{c} m=LQ ]|a[x  aZ^ad
{c \| ] a~  ad`cC ca\ ^^C{c} a[\ []{c]] {c \| ]\\ {c E|{| {\] ^}{]\^
a~~{ {] ]{\[\/&
. See id.
& 6|^ ^  c[d^ a~ ~\a^] [] C \| 5&8& a[^\ ]C]\d xa\{ac a~ \|
\a^?] |_[^\^]w \| xa\{ac a~ \|a] E|a dc} \| \a^( x{y  |ax{c}
ad`cC?] |_[^\^]w xa\{ac a~ \| \a^?] `^{d^C ]]\]w xa\{ac a~ \|
dza^{\C a~ \| \a^?] ^{\a^]w \| z[^{]{\{ac E|a] xE Ea[x ``xC \a da]\
{]`[\]& pca\|^ {d`a^\c\ ~\a^ ~a[c acxC {c 5&8& addac xE( ^\|^ \|c
]\\[\a^C xE( {] \|\ m=LQ ]|a[x  ]^\{cx C \|{^ `^\{]& In re Bear
Stearns High-Grade Structured Credit Strategies Master Fund, Ltd.(  n&:& \ 
0D`x{c{c} \|\ \| ncy^[`\C ma a] ca\ ]\\ \| \C` a~ Z{c ^_[{^ \a
^[\ \| `^][d`\{ac ]a \| ma[^\ {\ ]] ~a^ \| ~\a^]/&
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a[x ca\  \| m=LQ Zc \|a[}| {\ E] \| ^}{]\^ a~~{( \|
a[^\ a[x |Z [] \| ~\a^] x{]\ {c \| :]\ :}[x\{ac \a
`^aZ ^{\a^] c \|{^ `^\{] ]^\{c \| m=LQ \a  {c \|
5c{\ 8\\]( \|[] {c \|{] ]( {\ Ea[x ^c^  ~a^{}c d{c
{c]axZcC `^a{c} a]ax\&
Q~ \| 5c{\ 8\\] | \| }[{x{c] a~ \| :]\ :}[x\{ac( \|
|c ~a^ [] Ea[x  d{\{}\ [] \| :]\ :}[x\{ac
^_[{^] \| ^'xa\{ac a~ \| `^{c{`x `x a~ []{c]] \a  \|^
dac\|] ~a^ \| ^_[]\ \a a`c {c]axZcC `^a{c}]&
p{\{acxxC( \| :]\ :}[x\{ac ^_[{^] \| \a^ \a {c~a^d
^{\a^] a~ {\] cE xa\{ac C W^E{c} \\c\{ac \a \| |c} a~
^]] {c add^{x a^^]`acc a^ C dy{c} \| cE xa\{ac
`[x{ \|^a[}| a\|^ ``^a`^{\ dc]&B Qc In re Millennium
Global( \| a[^\ Ea[x ca\ Ea^^C a[\ In re Ran?] ~a[] ac `^]c\
\c] xc}[} a~ \| ]\\[\ [] \| ^{\a^] x{Z \| m=LQ
\a  n^d[( c \| \a^ { ca\ dy cC Zcdc\] \a
daZ xa\{ac] a^ ac\\ \| ^{\a^] E{\|  |c} a~ ^]]&
pxxaE{c} []{c]]] \a |c} \|{^ |_[^\^] \ \| ]x{}|\]\
E|{d {] \^{dc\x \a \| ac`\ a~ ^a]]'a^^ {c]axZcC 
\a^?] m=LQ c] \a ][^Z{Z  ][c daZ \a Z {c]axZcC
`^a{c}]& 6| :]\ :}[x\{ac {] {c  \\^ `a]{\{ac \a ]\a` \|{]
[cc]]^C ~a^[d ]|a``{c} E{\| \| \{d x{d{\ a~ \|^ dac\|]
~a^ \| `\{\{ac \& Ua^ {c]\c( \| ad`cC nmmQ daZ {\]
d{c a~~{] ~^ad Macac \a \| 5c{\ p^ Vd{^\] \ \| \{d a~
{\] ~^[ [xd{c\{c} {c\a  cy^[`\C x{d& nC daZ{c} E|^ \|
{]{ac dy^] { \|{^ []{c]]( \| ad`cC x{Z {\ a[x
]` \| 5c{\ O{c}ad?] z[^{]{\{ac&" 8{c \| ad`cC?]
a^{}{cx `x a~ []{c]] E] {c Macac ~a^ \| }{cc{c} a~ \|
. See Recast Regulation( supra ca\ ( \  0^a}c{A{c} \| ac]{^\{ac
a~ ^{\a^ c \|{^'`^\C ycaEx}dc\ ] \| da]\ {d`a^\c\ ~\a^/&
. See id.
. See id.
. See In re L{xxcc{[d Txa& Vd^}{c} m^{\ L]\^ U[c M\&(  n&:& (
 0ncy^& 8&l&J&& "/&
. See Recast Regulation( supra ca\ ( \ &
 . See <a\\aE( supra ca\ ( \  '""&
". See id. 0x{d{c} nmmQ?] daZdc\ a~ `^]accx ~^ad \| 5c{\ O{c}ad
\a \| 5c{\ p^ Vd{^\] | \| ~~\ a~ W]x\{c}B \| 5&O& ]  m=LQ
~a^[d/&

"
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{c]axZcC `^a{c}( \| :]\ :}[x\{ac Ea[x |Z acxC
xxaE ^}[dc\] |aa]{c} \Ec \| 5c{\ O{c}ad c
M[Dd[^} ] nmmQ?] m=LQ&
6| a[\ad a~ In re Millennium Global Ea[x ]\C ac]{]\c\( [\
\| cxC]{] ^_[{^ \a \^d{c \| U[c]? m=LQ \
addcdc\ a~ \| x{_[{\{ac Ea[x ca\ ^_[{^  xac}'E{c
cxC]{]( ]{c \| \^d{c\{ac Ea[x ca\  ] ac addac xE
cxC]{]& Q~ m|`\^  a^ \| 5JmQ6:pM Lax ME | c
[`\ x{y \| :]\ :}[x\{ac \a {cx[ \| {d`a^\c\ ~\a^] a~
W\^d{c{c} m=LQ ~^ad \|^ dac\|] `^{a^ \a `\{\{ac ~{x{c}B c
Wca\{~{\{ac \a ^{\a^](B \|c \| a[^\ Ea[x |Z c x \a []
]\\[\a^C [\|a^{\C ^\|^ \|c ] xE& :x{c ac ]\\[\a^C xE
Ea[x ]{d`x{~C \| a[^\?] cxC]{] c x \a  ~]\^ ^]ax[\{ac \a
\| ]&
p{\{acxxC( In re Fairfield Sentry Ea[x ca\ |Z  xac} cxC]{]
{~ \| a[^\ ~axxaE \| :]\ :}[x\{ac& 6| :]\ :}[x\{ac
~a[]] ac E|^ \| \a^?] m=LQ E] \|^ dac\|] ~a^ \|
~{x{c} a~  `\{\{ac& Qc \|{] ]( \| \a^ { ca\ |Z  `x a~
[]{c]]( dc}dc\( a^ cC \c}{x ]]\] xa\ {c \| 5c{\
8\\] \ \| \{d a~ \| ~{x{c} a~ \| m|`\^  `^a{c}& 6|
\a^ ] a{c} []{c]] \{Z{\{] {}|\c dac\|] ~a^ ~a^{}c
x{_[{\{ac `^a{c}] }c( ]a \| :]\ :}[x\{ac Ea[x |Z
`^Zc\ \| \a^ ~^ad |c}{c} {\] m=LQ ]{c {\ Ea[x ca\
^a}c{A cC\|{c} cE&
3{\|a[\ \| :]\ :}[x\{ac ``xC{c} {c \| 5c{\ 8\\]( ~a^[d
]|a``{c} E{xx ac\{c[ \a   `^axd& =cxC \| Vm :}[x\{ac c
. See Recast Regulation( supra ca\ ( \  0x{d{\{c} \| `^][d`\{ac \|\
\| c\^ a~ d{c {c\^]\ D{]\] {c \| ^}{]\^ a~~{( \| {c{Z{[x?] `^{c{`x
`x a~ []{c]]( a^ \| {c{Z{[x?] ^]{c ~^ad {c]\c] {c E|{| \| \a^
^xa\ E{\|{c \|^ dac\|] `^{a^ \a \| ^_[]\ ~a^ ^a`c{c} {c]axZcC
`^a{c}]/&
. See In re Millennium Glob. Emerging Credit Master Fund Ltd.(  n&:& \
&
. See Recast Regulation( supra ca\ ( \ &
. See In re U{^~{x 8c\^C M\&( " n&:& "(  0ncy^& 8&l&J&& ""/&
. See Recast Regulation( supra ca\ ( \ &
. See generally <a\\aE( supra ca\ ( \  " 0D`x{c{c} \| m=LQ ^[x
{c} ]a ~\ `cc\ ^\] {]^\{ac {c a[\ad] a~ cy^[`\C ]](
~~\{ZxC ^[{c} W]|a`{x{\CB ~a^ \a^]/&

"
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\| :]\ :}[x\{ac ^\{[x\ \| `^a|{{\{ac a~ ~a^[d ]|a``{c} ]
 }ax& Ja\ dc\{ac{c} \| ^[\{ac a~ ~a^[d ]|a``{c} ]  }ax {c
\| 5JmQ6:pM Lax ME {^\xC ~~\] \| \|a^C a~ [c{Z^]x{]d
c ad{\C dac}]\ z[^{]{\{ac]( E|{| ^ \| }ax] a~ \|
5JmQ6:pM Lax ME& nC a`\{c} \| 5JmQ6:pM Lax ME(
\| 5&8& a[^\] ^ ][``a] \a  Ea^y{c} E{\|  x}x ac]\^[\ \|\
~a[]] ac |^dac{A\{ac c aa`^\{ac& 6|{] `^a}^]]{Z ``^a|
|] c d`|]{A C \| a[^\]( [\ \| a[^\] [] {]^\{ac \|\
]ad ]|ax^] x{Z E{xx ca\ x \a aa`^\{ac& 3{\|a[\ \|
}ax] {c} ]`{~{xxC c~a^ E{\|{c \| 5JmQ6:pM Lax ME(
c \|c ]`{~{xxC {c m|`\^ ( \|^ E{xx  acxC addac xE \a
}[{ \| 5&8& a[^\] E|c {\ ad] \a ~a^[d ]|a``{c} c
aa`^\{ac& "
6| [c{Z^]x{]d a~ \| 5JmQ6:pM Lax ME c m|`\^ 
]|a[x |Z ^\ da^ `^{\{x{\C( [\ {c]\ dC |Z x \a
da^ ~a^[d ]|a``{c} [] \| ^[x] ^ ca\ ]`{~{ ca[}|&  Ua^
{c]\c( {c In re Maruko( L^[ya E] cy^[`\ {c P`c( E|^
P`c] xE {] ca\ [c{Z^]x{]\&  n[\ {c]\ a~ ac\]\{c} |{] m=LQ
[] | | ]]\] xx aZ^ \| Ea^x( | E] x \a ~a^[d ]|a`
c |aa] \| 5c{\ 8\\] ] |{] `x a~ `^a{c} c ^\ 
Ea^xE{ ]\Cw \| a\|^ a[c\^{] E^ ca\ x \a |Z  ]C {c E|\

. EC Regulation( supra ca\ ( \ w Recast Regulation( supra ca\ ( \ &
. UNCITRAL Model Law( supra ca\ ( \ w see ny^{c}( supra ca\ ( \
"" 0]\\{c} \| xc}[} a~ \| Lax ME( `^xxx {c m|`\^ ( \| 5c{\
8\\] c d{d{ \| `^a[^x xE a~ xx a`\{c} c\{ac]( ca[^}{c} a\|^
c\{ac] \a W]\ ]{ \|{^ `]] cy^[`\C xE] {c ~Za^ a~ \| da^c Lax
MEB/&
 . See ny^{c}( supra ca\ ( \ " 0]\\{c} \|\ |^dac{a[] {c\^\{ac
\Ec cy^[`\C a[^\] a~ {~~^c\ c\{ac] E{xx `^aZ |xxc}{c} Wa[^\] d[]\
\y c a`c'd{c ``^a| \aE^ \^c]c\{acx {c]axZcC cxC]{] {c \|
ac\D\ a~ {c\^acc\ }xax d^y\ }^aE\| c ^a]]'a^^ cy^[`\C xE
^~a^d&B/&
 ". See id. 0x{d{c} \|\ a[^\] ^ Ea^y{c} E{\|{c  x}x ac]\^[\ \|\
d`|]{A] aa^{c\{ac c add[c{\{ac/&
 & <a\\aE( supra ca\ ( \  0W6| [c{Z^]x{]\] ^ }c^xxC a^^\ {c
\|{^ x{d \a }^\^ `^{\{x{\C & & & C\ \|C ]|a[x ca\ c]]^{xC \^[d`\
\|{^ `^{\{x{\C \|c \^^{\a^{x{]d & & & x^\{ac a~ @`^{\{x{\C? dC \[xxC
 d{]}[{( ]`{xxC {c  Ea^x caE ]c]{\{Z \a \| `^{Z Z{x] a~ ~a^[d
]|a``{c}&B/&
 . See id. \ "&

"
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|``c cD\&  Q~ xx a[c\^{] E^ [c{Z^]x{]\] c [c^ \|
:]\ :}[x\{ac( \|^ Ea[x  ca {x{\C ~a^ |{d \a ~a^[d ]|a`
c ]]c\{xxC xay \| a\|^ `^a{c}]&  3{\|a[\ \| ^}[dc\
a~ [c{Z^]x{]d Z^][] \^^{\a^{x{]d( \| :]\ :}[x\{ac Ea[x
|Z ]\a`` L^[ya ~^ad |{Z{c} \|] ~a^[d ]|a``{c} }ax]
[] \| 5c{\ 8\\] Ea[x ca\ a`c `^a{c}] E{\|  m=LQ
{c P`c ~a^ \| `]\ \|^ dac\|] `^{a^ \a \| cy^[`\C& 

Q4& :Vm=LLVJlp6Q=J8
p& 6SV 5JmQ6:pM L=lVM Mp3 JVVl8 6= m=J8=MQlp6V
T5QlVMQJV8 pJl U=MM=3 6SV :Vmp86 :VT5Mp6Q=J
6| 5JmQ6:pM Lax ME c] \a [`\ {\] }[{x{c \a ~axxaE
\| Vm :}[x\{ac c \| :]\ :}[x\{ac C ac]ax{\{c} \|
m=LQ ~\a^] ~a[c {c a\| V[^a`c c 5&8& ] xE& 6| Vm
:}[x\{ac c \| :]\ :}[x\{ac  da^ ][]\c\{Z ^[x] \a
\| }[{x{c] {c \| V[^a`c 5c{ac( E|{| \| 5JQm6:pM Lax
ME {] xy{c}&  6| ]{]\ EC \a [`\ \| 5JmQ6:pM Lax
ME Ea[x  ~a^ \| 5c{\ J\{ac] c \| V[^a`c 5c{ac \a ad
[` E{\|  ac]ax{\ x{]\ \a}\|^ c ^\  ac]{]\c\ dax
}[{x{c \|\ c  [] C cC a[c\^C&
Q~ \| V[^a`c 5c{ac c \| 5c{\ J\{ac] Ea[x x{y \a y`
\|{^ }[{x{c xE] ]`^\( \|C ]|a[x |Z  za{c\ ac~^c {c
a^^ \a dy ][^ \|\ \|{^ xE] ``xC [c{~a^dxC \a c][^ ac]{]\c\
\^d{c\{ac] ~a^ ^a]]'a^^ {c]axZc{]& 6| 5JmQ6:pM Lax
 . See id. \ "'" 0WS xx \|^ z[^{]{\{ac] c [c{Z^]x{]\]( \|{] ^a]]'
}xax ~a^[d ]|a` Ea[x |Z ~{x& Q\ E] acxC \| {c\^\{ac \Ec
\^^{\a^{x{]\ P`c] xE c [c{Z^]x{]\ 5&8& xE \|\ ^\ \|{] a``a^\[c{\C ~a^
~a^[d ]|a``{c} c ^'x{\{}\{ac&B/&
 . See, e.g.( id. \ " 0|C`a\|]{A{c} L^[ya Ea[x |Z |  {~~^c\
a[\ad W| P`c ][]^{ \a  ]C]\d a~ [c{Z^]x{]d( cac a~ \|{] Ea[x
|Z 0a^ ]|a[x |Z/ |``c&B/&
 . Recast Regulation( supra ca\ ( \ &
 . See EC Regulation( supra ca\ ( \  0Wmc\^ ]{ a~ d{c {c\^]\] ]|a[x
a^^]`ac \a \| `x E|^ \a^ ac[\] \| d{c{]\^\{ac a~ |{] {c\^]\] ac
 ^}[x^ ]{] c {] \|^~a^ ]^\{cx C \|{^ `^\{]&B/w Recast Regulation(
supra ca\ ( \  0W3|c \^d{c{c} E|\|^ \| c\^ ]{ a~ \| \a^?]
d{c {c\^]\ ^ ]^\{cx C \|{^ `^\{]( ]`{x ac]{^\{ac ]|a[x  }{Zc
\a \| ^{\a^] c \a \|{^ `^`\{ac ] \a E|^  \a^ ac[\] \|
d{c{]\^\{ac a~ {\] {c\^]\]&B/&
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ME ]|a[x ][]\c\{xxC [`\ {\] }[{x{c] \a d\| \| cE
:]\ :}[x\{ac& 6| :]\ :}[x\{ac x^C ycaEx}] \|
c ~a^ ac]ax{\{ac
3|c aa`^\{c}( {c]axZcC `^\{\{ac^] c a[^\] ]|a[x \y {c\a
a[c\ ]\ `^\{] ~a^ aa`^\{ac {c ^a]]'a^^ {c]axZcC ]]( ]
]\ a[\ {c `^{c{`x] c }[{x{c] ac add[c{\{ac c aa`^\{ac
a`\ C V[^a`c c {c\^c\{acx a^}c{A\{ac] \{Z {c \| ^ a~
{c]axZcC xE( c {c `^\{[x^ \| ^xZc\ }[{x{c] `^`^ C \|
5c{\ J\{ac] madd{]]{ac ac Qc\^c\{acx 6^ ME& 

ma[^\] ]|a[x ca\ |Z \a xaay \a {c{Z{[x c\{ac]? xE] {c a^^
\a ]^\{c E|\ m=LQ ~\a^] c \a  ``x{& Ua^ Dd`x( \|
:]\ :}[x\{ac a{~{ ]ad a~ \| addac xE xdc\] ~a[c
{c V[^a`c ] xE [] a^{}{cxxC \| Vm :}[x\{ac { ca\
`^aZ{ ~a^ ]ad a~ \| ~\a^] [] C \| a[^\]& nC ^\{c} 
ad`^|c]{Z x{]\ a~ ~\a^]( a[^\] E{xx  x \a [] \| }[{ ] 
|yx{]\ \a c][^ \| `^a`^ m=LQ {] {c} ``x{( {c]\ a~
^xC{c} ac `[^xC addac xE {x]&
6| `[^`a] a~ m|`\^  {c \| 5c{\ 8\\] E] \a ^{c}
|^dacC \a {c\^c\{acx {c]axZcC xE C [{x{c} [`ac D{]\{c}
ac`\] x^C `^aZ{ {c \| 5JmQ6:pM Lax ME&  Q\ E]
dc\ \a   W^[{x z[^{]{\{acx \]\B \|\ ]|a[x  W[c{~a^d
^a[c \| Ea^xB {c a^^ \a ca[^} a\|^ a[c\^{] \a [] {\ ]
Exx& 8{c \| 5c{\ 8\\] E] \\d`\{c} \a ^\  [c{~a^d
]\c^ ~a^ m=LQ( \|^ c] \a   da^ ad`^|c]{Z x{]\ ]a xx
a[c\^{] c ~axxaE \| ]d z[^{]{\{acx \]\&
Q~ ~[xx aa`^\{ac {] ca\ `a]]{x( \| dza^ ~\a^ \|\ c] \a 
 \a \| 5JmQ6:pM Lax ME {] \|\  \a^?] m=LQ c 
]^\{cx C \|{^ `^\{]&"" 6|{] ~\a^ c][^] m=LQ {] ca\ z[]\
\| ^}{]\^ a~~{ a^ `x a~ {ca^`a^\{ac( [\ E|^ {xC
d{c{]\^\{Z [\{] \y `x&" p{\{acxxC( {c} \|{] ~\a^
 . Recast Regulation( supra ca\ ( \ &
 . See In re n\a^`( M\&( "" n&:& (  0ncy^& l& JZ& "" /&
 & PC 3]\^aay( Chapter 15 at Last(  pL& npJO:& M&P& (  '" 0""/&
"". See, e.g.( Recast Regulation( supra ca\ ( \  0Wmc\^ ]{ a~ \|
\a^?] d{c {c\^]\] {] ]^\{cx C \|{^ `^\{]& & & &B/w EC Regulation( supra
ca\ ( \ &
". E.g.( 6|ad] Z& U^a}da^ " V3Sm 0m|/ (  0Vc}&/ 0D`x{c{c}

"

COMI COMITY



Ea[x |x` ^[ ~a^[d ]|a``{c}&" 6|{] ~\a^ x^C D{]\] [c^
addac xE ] ac a~ dcC ~\a^] a[^\] [] \a { m=LQ( [\
a{~C{c} \|{^ `^\C ycaEx}dc\ E{xx c][^ \|{] ~\a^ {] ca\
aZ^xaay c {] }{Zc \| ][`^{a^ E{}|\ {\ ]^Z]&

n& 6SV 5JmQ6:pM L=lVM Mp3 JVVl8 6= 5<lp6V Q68 Upm6=:8
6= QJmM5lV 8<VmQUQm 6QLVMQJV8 U=: pJpMQJT m=LQ
6| x{]\ a~ ~\a^] ]|a[x x]a Z{] E|c {c  ad`cC?] x{~ \|
a[^\ ]|a[x ]\^\ cxCA{c} m=LQ& 6| \{d cxCA ]|a[x 
]{d{x^ \a \| :]\ :}[x\{ac( E|{| |]  ]`{~{ \{dx{c a~ \
x]\ \|^ dac\|] ~a^ \| a`c{c} a~ {c]axZcC `^a{c}]
E{\|{c \|\ z[^{]{\{ac&" nC  a[^\ cxCA{c}  \a^?] m=LQ ]
]aac ] \| {c]axZcC `^a{c} `\{\{ac {] ~{x( \| `^a{c}
cca\  [] \a [c~{^xC Za{ \| xE C daZ{c} xa\{ac]&"
Qc]\ a~ ~a[]{c} ac E|c \| {c]axZcC `\{\{ac E] ~{x E{\|{c
\| ]`{~{ a[c\^C( \| a[^\] c \a ~a[] ac E|cZ^  ~a^{}c
`^a{c} E] ~{x&" 6|{] E{xx |x` ~a]\^ aa`^\{ac \Ec \|
c\{ac] {c a^^ \a |Z  [c{Z^]x ``^a| \a ^a]]'a^^
{c]axZcC `^a{c}]&

m& QJlQ4Ql5pM m=5J6:QV8 8S=5Ml 5<lp6V 6SVQ: Mp38 6=
m:Vp6V p m=L<:VSVJ8Q4V MQ86 =U m=LQ Upm6=:8
Q~ [c{~a^d{\C cca\  |{Z C |c}{c} \| 5JmQ6:pM
Lax ME( | z[^{]{\{ac ]|a[x {cx[  ~{c{\{Z x{]\ a~ m=LQ
~\a^] \| a[^\ E{xx ac]{^ E{\|{c {\] {c{Z{[x c\{acx
cy^[`\C xE]& nC |Z{c} c ^\{[x\ c a{~{ x{]\( a[c\^{]
a ca\ c \a ^xC ]axxC ac \| 5JmQ6:pM Lax ME( \| Vm
\|\ Zc \|a[}| a^ d\{c}] ^ |x {c JE P^]C( \|{^ `^\{] Ea[x ca\
ycaE a^ ^ [] C \a C x{c}] E{\| \|{^ `^\{] ^ ] {c Macac Y
Zc \|a[}| \|\ dC ca\  \| a~~{{x ^}{]\^ a~~{/&
". Id.
". See Recast Regulation( supra ca\ ( \  0{c} \|\ {~ \| {c]axZcC
`^a{c} {] }{c]\ c {c{Z{[x( \|C ^ ^_[{^ \a ^xa\ \|{^ |{\[x
^]{c E{\|{c ]{D dac\|] `^{a^ \a \| `\{\{ac a`c{c} c {c]axZcC `^a{c}/&
". See In re L{xxcc{[d Txa& Vd^}{c} m^{\ L]\^ U[c M\&(  n&:& (
 0ncy^& 8&l&J&& "/ 0W6| ``^a`^{\ \ \ E|{| \a \^d{c m=LQ {]
ac a^ a[\ \| \ a~ addcdc\ a~ \| ~a^{}c `^a{c} ~a^ E|{|
^a}c{\{ac {] ]a[}|\&B/&
". See id.
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:}[x\{ac( a^ \| :]\ :}[x\{ac& m[^^c\xC( \| }[{x{c] |Z
acxC  ]x{}|\ ^{c} ac |aE a[^\] cxCA m=LQ ~\a^] []
da]\ a[^\] d{\ \|^ {]  xy a~ ~{c{\{ac&" nC cxCA{c} 
a{~{ x{]\ a~ m=LQ ~\a^]( a[^\] E{xx D`^{c x]] ac~[]{ac
^}^{c} E|\ ~\a^] ]|a[x  ``x{ ^\|^ \|c ^xC{c} ac
addac xE& 6|{] E{xx x \a  da^ [c{~a^d ``x{\{ac a~ m=LQ
~\a^] c  xaE^ x{yx{|aa a~ [] C {\|^  \a^ a^ 
^{\a^&"

4& m=JmM58Q=J
6| ~\a^] [] \a \^d{c  \a^?] m=LQ c \a 
ac]ax{\ c ^}[x\ ~a^ | a[c\^C C |c}{c} \|
5JmQ6:pM Lax ME \a ^~x\ \| :]\ :}[x\{ac?] ~{c{\{ac
a~ m=LQ& 6| :]\ :}[x\{ac `^aZ{] da^ }[{x{c] ~a^ \|
V[^a`c 5c{ac a[^\] \a cxCA m=LQ ~\a^]& 8{c \| :]\
:}[x\{ac ^_[{^] ac]{^\{ac a~ \| {cZaxZ ^{\a^?]
`^`\{ac c acxC xxaE] a[^\ \a \^d{c m=LQ ~^ad {\|^ \|^
dac\|] ~a^ \| `\{\{ac \ a^ ]{D dac\|] {~ \| {c{Z{[x a]
ca\ |Z cC {c`cc\ []{c]] a^ `^a~]]{acx \{Z{\C( \| :]\
:}[x\{ac ^x{Z] \| a[^\] ~^ad ]`c{c} D\^ \{d cxCA{c}
]{d`x m=LQ \^d{c\{ac]& 6| 5c{\ 8\\] c] \a ~axxaE {c \|
V[^a`c 5c{ac?] ~aa\]\`] c ^\  da^ ^\{[x\ x{]\ a~ m=LQ
~\a^]& 8[|  x{]\ Ea[x c][^ [c{~a^d{\C ^a]] c\{ac] c xxaE
a[^\] \a { m=LQ da^ ]{xC c ~~{{c\xC&

". See id. \ " 0WJ{\|^ \| Lax ME ca^ m|`\^  ~{c] \| \^d
m=LQ&B/&
". See id. \  0WQ\ |] c ][}}]\ \|\ xD{\C {c \| ``x{\{ac a~ \|
m=LQ `^{c{`x a^ {c ^a}c{\{ac a~ ]] ~^ad \D |Zc] Ea[x ca[^}
ad`c{] \a ^}{]\^ c \|c ~{x {c c @a[\x{^? z[^{]{\{ac E|a] xE {] [c[xC
~Za^x \a \a^] c {]Zc\}a[] \a ^{\a^ {c\^]\]&B/&

